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Digital democracy and “You”
Democratic participation faces challenges in many modern societies, including the United
States and Hong Kong. Americans are confronting growing executive power and
legislative gerrymandering, and the resulting disillusionment of the electorate. Hong
Kong citizens are struggling for something more basic about democracy—universal
suffrage. New media, based primarily on the Internet, which allows users much more
autonomy to create and distribute content than traditional mass media, are being heralded
as the savior of government by and for the people. Time Magazine, for instance, selected
“You” as its 2006 Person of the Year, in part due to the emergence of blogs and YouTube
videos as a political force in the 2006 U.S. mid-term elections. 1 Can new media actually
boost democratic participation and change politics in a lasting way? Or is such optimism
as inflated as internet stocks during the dot com mania at the beginning of this
millennium?
People-based political activism in the digital age contributed to the loss of the
Republican majority in both houses of Congress to the Democrats in the last elections.
Blogs and online video sites raised awareness of George Allen’s “macaca” incident and
Mark Foley’s lewd messages to pages, both of which bruised the GOP’s reputation.
Surprise wins in Senate races by Democrats Jim Webb in Virginia and Jon Tester in
Montana were facilitated by the rising influence of netroots bloggers within the
Democratic Party, political “vlogging” on YouTube, online election fund raising drives,
and get-out-the-vote operations conducted through the Internet and mobile phones. After
the 2006 mid-term elections, the power of new media—once the domain of “political
insurgents” who lacked money and support from the political establishment—is now
fully recognized by mainstream American politicians. Many candidates in the 2008
presidential election, including Democratic frontrunners Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama
and John Edwards, used the Internet to announce the formation of their exploratory
committees or candidacies.
In Hong Kong, an advanced economy with a very different political system and
culture, access by average citizens to digital technologies is comparable to, and in some
ways surpasses, access in United States. But the use of new media in politics by Hong
Kong civil society still has a long way to go to match the sophisticated new media
strategies that have been adopted in America. The potential for further development,
however, is clear. Since 2003, more and more Hong Kong citizens are using new media
in the democracy movement. Without much guidance from pro-democracy politicians,
ordinary citizens spontaneously used websites, e-mail, online video and cell phone
messaging to mobilize their families and friends to participate in democracy rallies
attended by tens of thousands; to get out the votes for pro-democracy candidates in
elections; and to use Internet radio to express opinions seldom found in the self-censored
mainstream media.

1

Grossman, Lev. “Person of the Year: You. Yes, you. You control the Information Age. Welcome to your
world,” Time Magazine, December 13, 2006.
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Apart from the U.S. and Hong Kong, there are other international examples of
political changes facilitated by new technologies. For example, average citizens used
mobile phone text messaging in the People Power II demonstrations in the Philippines
that led to the downfall of former President Joseph Estrada in 2001.
Do these developments signal the dawn of digital democracy? The idea has
excited many who believe in the power of information technology to transform the world.
Skeptics, however, claim that the real victories of digital democracy are actually more
limited and gradual than many predicted. After all, the new media are simply tools to
facilitate bottom-up, people-based participation in many aspects of civic life. How “You”
use the new media tools matters more than the technological possibilities.
This paper examines how the American and Hong Kong civil societies have
explored the use of new media to promote democratic participation and change political
realities. The choice of the United States and Hong Kong for comparison is made because
the two are well-developed international economies with widespread access to advanced
information technologies; but the political, social, and cultural environments are different.
This paper chronicles recent developments on the strategic use of the Internet in the U.S.
elections as well as the spontaneous use of online and mobile media during democracy
and social movements in Hong Kong. The conceptual and empirical discussions aim to
shed light on several questions. What are the potential benefits and limitations of new
media as a civic tool? What factors should be considered when using new media for
political purposes? How can civil society groups and individual activists adopt the new
media technologies in politics? What strategies and new media applications have been
used, and why? What has been the impact on political outcomes so far? In what cases has
new media succeeded, backfired, or made no difference, and why? What have been the
problems? What are the possible future directions and concerns?
Discussion of these questions is structured into four parts. Part 1 introduces the
definitions and scope of major concepts adopted in the article, and discusses the
theoretical potential and limitations of using new media in civil society. Part 2 identifies
general key factors for civil society activists to map out a new media strategy: legal,
social, economic, cultural considerations and the ecology of traditional media, which
differ from society to society. Part 3 uses case studies of Hong Kong and the United
States to illustrate the application of digital media to political participation in different
political systems and cultures. The concluding section compares the impact of the use of
new media on the politics in the two societies; examines the problems arising from this
development; and looks to the future of new media applications.
The means and results of the political use of new media in the American and
Hong Kong civil societies are dissimilar in many respects due to the political, social, and
cultural reasons. Of particular interest is that the American liberal netroots have used the
new media strategically and systematically to challenge the Republican Party, whereas
Hong Kong citizens have spontaneously used new media (without a coherent proactive
strategy from civil society leaders) to mobilize participation in the democracy movement.
In both cases, the use of new media increased democratic participation by the otherwise
apathetic masses. Both cases support several generalizations about how new media may
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increase participation in politics. First, it reduces frictions in political mobilization
particularly in the areas of fund raising, voting, and participation in protests; and this is
especially useful at the times of general discontent in the society. Second, it fosters a
sense of individual empowerment among citizens, thereby reducing political apathy.
Third, so far political insurgents (those out of office or out of the mainstream) have more
effectively experimented with alternative media than incumbents, who enjoy advantages
in resources and access to the traditional mass media. Fourth, in election campaigns, the
more competitive the race, the higher the incentives are for the candidates to explore
creative use of digital media.

Part 1: Concepts, benefits, and limitations of new media in civil society
New media, civil society and democratic participation
There are three dominant and inter-related trends of global governance: globalization,
marketization, and the rise of information technology. Together, they create the
“networked society” of the 21st century. 2 The idea of a “third industrial revolution” has
been suggested 3 as the cost of information and computer technology (ICT) keeps falling
and the technologies are applied more and more broadly and deeply to daily life. The
digital “revolution” may take on social or political significance if citizens empowered by
affordable and user-friendly new media tools are able to use them to change the way they
live or make political choices.
For the sake of this paper, new media are defined as the digital technologies of the
wired Internet and wireless networks. Internet media comprise all forms of networked
computing technologies that transmit data using a standardized Internet Protocol, over
fixed-line backbone networks of cables and optical fibers; and the front-end applications
are computer-based, using mainly web- or browser-based solutions. The most popular
applications are undoubtedly emails and webpage, and the last five years have also seen
the rapid growth of affordable and user-friendly applications such as weblogs (“blogs”),
podcasting, online videos (such as on Youtube.com), and e-payment services for donation
and shopping. Wireless media encompass a wide range of technologies such as Wifi,
WiMAX, satellite communications, Bluetooth, radio frequencies, infrared, and, most
commonly, mobile phones, mobile messaging (SMS), and personal digital assistants.
There is a trend towards convergence of fixed-line and wireless technologies; for
examples, web-to-mobile SMS, blogs on mobile phones (“moblogs”), and e-donations
via mobile phones.

2

Nye, Joseph S., Jr, “Information Technology and Democratic Governance,” in Elaine Ciulla Kamarck and
Joseph S. Nye, Jr., (eds) 2002. Governance.Com: Democracy in the Information Age. Visions of
Governance in the 21st Century. Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press; Castells, Manuel and
Cardoso, Gustavo (ed.) 2006. The Networked Society: From Knowledge to Policy. Washington, DC: Center
for Transatlantic Relations, Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins
University. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press; Castells, Manuel 1996. The Rise of the Network
Society. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers.
3
Drucker, Peter, 1994, Post-capitalist Society, Collins.
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In this paper, the new media are distinguished from traditional media by the
amount of user autonomy in content creation. In the digital era, the many traditional
media outlets (such as newspapers, magazines, and radio, and television) may adopt
similar technologies as they are moving toward the incorporation of new media
technologies. Indeed, some mass media operators have tried to popularize new digital
applications. However, the way in which old and new media outlets create content and
interact with users is distinct. Traditional media outlets generally engage in one-to-many
communication, with agendas, rules, content, format, and editorial decisions controlled at
a central location. With new media, the user has control over his content and other users
may interact with the original content creators, thereby contributing to a continuous
process of new content creation. Peer-to-peer or many-to-many communications
characterize new media. While a television broadcaster may provide programs over new
media channels, including webcasts, podcasts and blogs, that is not the same as John
Doe’s personal blog or Jane Doe’s video posted on Youtube. Certainly, the difference is a
matter of degree now that some traditional media are experimenting with opening up
their editorial process so that readers or audiences can also create new content. For
instance, some cable news networks encourage invite audiences viewers to submit video
footage for possible inclusion in regular television programs. The social, economic, and
political impact of user-generated content on a society can be both positive and negative.
Much of the effect of the political use of new media is determined by how the
civil society adopts the technologies. Civil society, identified as the organized social
community, is one of the three domains in modern governance. In modern day
governance, the three domains of state, market and civil society can be figuratively
imagined as three overlapping circles in a Venn diagram, each differing in logic, values,
and norms of behavior. In contrast to the state (which is guided by law, rules, and power)
and market (which is guided by pricing mechanism and profits), civil society is guided by
value-driven voluntarism and accommodates a wide range of organizational structures.
The state, market, and civil society domains overlap just as an individual person is a
political, economic, and social being all at the same time. Civil society actors inevitably
interact with the state (such as in participation in politics and government affairs) and the
market actors (such as obtaining funding and resources). Civil society actors in political
affairs may come from a wide spectrum of political ideology from the left to the right,
and thus they may compete with each other for support and resources from the state and
market, or from the public at large. While civil society is often regarded as the non-profit
sector, this article adopts a broad definition that covers all forms of organized activities
and organizations outside the state and market. Hence, apart from charity or voluntary
organizations, the definition of civil society here encompasses political parties and groups
(for those portions not being part of the government) or informal grassroots networks that
are involved in political activities.
A vibrant civil society, in which citizens participate in politics and elections
effectively, is a pillar of democracy. 4 A democratically formed government has the
4

Eberly, Don E. (ed.) 2000. The Essential Civil Society Reader: Classic Essays in the American Civil
Society Debate. Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield; Dionne Jr., E. J. (ed.) 1998. Community Works: The
Revival of Civil Society in America; Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press; O'Connell, Brian
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responsibility to protect citizen participation in politics. In a healthy civil society, citizens
maintain a good balance between individual rights, responsibilities to collective interests,
and participation in government affairs—including the responsibility to vote and speak
out. 5 Political scientist Margaret Conway organizes political participation into
“conventional” and “unconventional” categories. 6 Conventional participation includes
activities such as voting, running for elective office, and working for a candidate or a
political party, whereas unconventional participation ranges from legal, peaceful protests
to terrorist violence. 7 Conway finds that political participation does impact the
government’s policy agenda and policy outcomes. 8 Nonetheless, political participation in
many democracies is currently in an unhealthy state, as indicated by the gradual decline
in voter turnout and general disinterest in politics in the United States. Although interest
and participation in the 2008 presidential election in the U.S. appears to be high, the
general trend is toward political apathy, which can be caused by an expansion of the state,
government-imposed limits on political participation, a large gap between wealthy and
poor citizens, influential special interests, and an unbalanced expansion of individual
liberties. 9 In non-democracies such as Hong Kong, there are further constraints on
political participation imposed by political systems, government authorities, those people
in power or with vested interests, and associated culture such as general skepticism about
politicians. The empirical discussion in Part 3 will elaborate and contrast the challenges
of democratic participation in the United States and Hong Kong.
Since the 1990s, the prospect of using advanced information technology to
expand the realm of civil society and revive political participation has been hotly debated.
Some IT enthusiasts have predicted the dawn of cyber-democracy, which will
revolutionize the whole process of governance and public political participation; while
skeptics question the ability of information technology to enable political change. 10 The
Internet and wireless network technologies do possess the potential to serve democracy as
more than neutral communication tools. The characteristics of new media networks—
interactivity, high speed, versatility, global reach, low cost, and ease of use—can
facilitate bottom-up, people-based networking that enhances democratic participation.
New media are not, however, a panacea for the ills of civil society. The next section

1999. Civil Society: The Underpinnings of American Democracy. Hanover, NH: University Press of New
England. Tufts University.
5
O’Connell 1999, p 11-12, 39.
6
Conway, M. Margaret 2000. Political Participation in the US. Third Edition. Washington DC: CQ Press,
p. 3-5. Conway also described the third category of political participation as being repression (by either
government authorities or private citizens) of conventional and unconventional political participation. For
the purposes of this paper, this category is not considered relevant.
9
Conway 2000, 3-5.
8
Conway 2000, p.195-204.
9
See Conway 2000, p.6-12; O’Connell 1999, p. 123-6; Elberly 2000, p. 11-15; Dionne, 1998, p. 8-10.
10
Nye, Jr., Joseph S. 2002; Castells, Manuel 2001. The Internet Galaxy: Reflections on the Internet,
Business, and Society. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 137-167; Hague, Barry N. and Brian D. Loader
(eds) 1999. “Digital democracy: an introduction,” Digital Democracy: Discourse and Decision Making in
the Information Age. London, New York: Routledge; Jenkins, Henry and David Thorburn (eds) 2003.
Democracy and New Media. Cambridge: MIT Press; Valovic, Thomas 2000. “The myth of electronic
democracy: A reality check,” Digital Mythologies: The Hidden Complexities of the Internet. New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press.
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explains the theoretical potentials as well as limitations of new media in serving civil
society, with supporting examples from the United States and Hong Kong.
What new media can and can’t do for civil society
Two favorable trends should convince civil society actors to seriously consider
incorporating new media into their operations. The first is the rapid penetration of online
and wireless technologies. Internet and mobile phones are already part of the daily lives
of Americans and Hong Kong citizens. The Internet penetration rates in the United States
and Hong Kong in 2007 were 71.7 percent and 69.9 percent respectively, ranking as the
world’s the ninth and thirteenth. 11 Second, the barriers to entry for new media
applications have been drastically reduced. The United States has led in the development
of Internet applications such as blogs, video-blogs, podcasting, and Wikipedia. This
development has spread, and the growth of global blogosphere is phenomenal: a new
blog is created less than every 8 seconds. 12 Innovative Internet applications have
provided average citizens with affordable (often free), convenient, and user-friendly new
media tools.
Despite this impressive development, as civil society actors consider the benefits
of new media, they should equally bear in mind its constraints. Furthermore, just as a
main lesson from the dot.com boom-to-bust phenomenon in 2000 was that the potential
of information technologies as an economic driver must be understood in proper
perspective, the capacity of new media to function as a driver for civil society
development should not be viewed uncritically. The advantages and disadvantages of
new media use by civil society are grouped into five inter-related thematic areas below.
Level playing field. Online and wireless media have been heralded as the people’s
media, through which individuals can enhance their civil liberties, including the freedoms
of speech, press, and assembly. This is because new media help to level the playing field
between individual activists and large organizations, small operators and major players,
and the rich and the poor, among other dichotomies. Today, new media tools can be used
by individual activists or small groups to cheaply and easily advocate their beliefs,
influence public views, disseminate information not distributed by the mainstream media,
or simply to express their thoughts and emotions. Traditional advantages (and sometimes
monopolies) enjoyed by the government and big organizations in access to mass media
have become relative rather than absolute. That said, big players who are committed to a
comprehensive new media strategy can use their ample resources to maintain a strong
edge in developing IT systems and solutions, employing database and data-mining
software, and sustaining relationships with online communities. As such, the playing field
of politics and policy advocacy is not completely leveled in the new media environment;
but players with few resources can join the game more easily and may succeed in
advancing their policy agendas if they adopt effective new media strategies.

11

Internet World Stats website, http://www.internetworldstats.com/top25.htm; data updated as of March 13,
2008.
12
Technorati website, http://www.technorati.com (accessed 17.02.2006).
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Outreach via alternative media. Small or new civil society players often lack
access to the mainstream media. The new media provide a viable alternative for them to
reach out broadly to local and global publics and to disseminate information and ideas,
often much faster than through the traditional media. Airtime on major radio and
television networks, and print space in leading newspapers and magazines are very scarce
commodities. Attempts to set public agenda through the press and broadcast media are
therefore extremely competitive and expensive, even in an ideal journalistic environment.
But the reality is that the traditional mass media environment is not ideal in many parts of
the world. It can be influenced by commercial considerations, fierce competition,
business or political interest, editorial bias, self-censorship, bias toward the establishment,
and other factors.
Many large organizations pour huge resources into media relations, a professional
discipline designed to understand and take advantage of the sophisticated editorial
policies, procedures, and hierarchies that each newsroom develops in order to determine
what news and information is disseminated. Typically lacking the resources to navigate
the complex politics of the mass media, smaller civil society players are often ignored by
the mass media and are turning more and more to new media platforms. Nonetheless, the
dominant position of the traditional media will not be overtaken in the foreseeable future
because of the entrenched habits of news consumers and other market forces, as will be
discussed further in Part 2.
Empowerment, mobilization, and participatory media. The interactivity and
many-to-many nature of Internet and mobile media empowers civil society users to
mobilize support and energize grassroots participation in public affairs, which is quite
difficult to achieve through one-to-many traditional media. New media also form a
versatile platform that allows users to tailor information for specific audiences. Such
technical capabilities offer more choices to individuals and provide for the creation of
self-selecting virtual communities of people who share similar values, interests, and
beliefs. Individuals can be empowered to participate more fully in the decision-making
process. People can also be mobilized quickly at critical moments of social movements,
such as online signature campaigns or real world protests. However, the prospect of
energetic virtual community participation faces two problems. First, since virtual
communities are self-selecting by nature, they tend to preach to the choir, to be limited in
membership, and to be more prone to extremism. Often, no single member, not even the
initiators of such virtual communities, can control the decision-making and development
of their groups. 13 The second problem is sustainability. Virtual communities may not
have sufficient resources and manpower (including volunteers) to maintain the long-term,
active participation in politics necessary for effective advocacy.
Virtual organizing beyond physical and temporal limits. Speedy interconnectivity allows civil society actors to organize networks and actions very quickly,
and new communication tools have accelerated the globalization of the community of
civil society organizations. People sharing similar interests, causes, and beliefs across
13

An in-depth examination of the limitations of virtual communities in civil life can be found in Galston,
William A 2002. “The Impact of the Internet on Civil Life: An Early Assessment,” in Kamarck and Nye
(eds), 2002.
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geographical boundaries and time zones can now quickly form virtual horizontal
networks, which differ from traditional horizontal networks. But, again, there are
challenges to effectively using these new capabilities. To organize online, civil society
actors must begin with a good strategy to compete for public attention in the era of
information overload. That strategy must include the right database to locate suitable
audiences and the right content to attract them. Horizontal and virtual networks are
decentralized and versatile, grow organically, and may expand rapidly within a short time.
Such decentralized, and often self-selected, horizontal networks tend to operate
effectively during ad hoc movements in which members share a common interest and
goal on specific issues. However, unlike conventional hierarchical organizations, it is
quite difficult for virtual networks to sustain long-term operations and unity, objectives,
strategy, or day-to-day decision-making among members. In theory, big hierarchical
organizations should have resource advantages to develop a new media strategy for
sustaining virtual organization and horizontal networking. But such an effort by a large
firm or government agency is likely to be impeded by the conflict of organizational
cultures: the hierarchy is structured, centrally controlled, and inflexible; and the
horizontal online network is self-driven, unpredictable, and more flexible.
The next generation of media. Statistics around the world suggest that younger
generations are more willing to adopt new media. 14 Any civil society actor with a vision
for long-term advocacy must explore using the new media to appeal to the young so as to
make a sustainable impact. There are two complications. First, younger generations,
especially teenagers, have very different cultures and a more dynamic lifestyle than older
new media users. A recent market research report shows that teenagers change their
favorite social networking website roughly every two years — for example, moving from
the popular MySpace.com to Facebook.com. 15 An effective new media strategy for civil
society actors, therefore, often requires a standalone website targeting the young adult
demographic with frequently updated content and site design. This suggests that civil
society groups will need additional resources, manpower, and expertise.
Another issue is the implication of the “digital divide.” This term refers to the
disparity in access to information technology between, for example, rich and poor, young
and elderly, or those with normal eyesight and the visually impaired. In most modern
societies, the digital divide is diminishing due to the declining cost of computers and
mobile devices, the availability of free or low-cost software, and community computer
education. However, when it comes to civic participation, there is no doubt that active
new media users are often confined to particular demographic groups, and not always the
young generation. For instance, Americans who obtain election news from online media
are most likely to be white males under the age of 49 who have above-average education
and income. 16
As discussed above, civil society actors face several challenges as they seek to
leverage the potential of new media. Of paramount importance is a commitment to
14

Internet World Stats website
Noguchi, Yuki 2006. “In Teens’ Web World, MySpace Is So Last Year. Social Sites Find Fickle
Audience,” The Washington Post, October 29, p. A1, A11.
16
Norris, 2002, p. 71-74.
15
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searching for an effective new media strategy that is tailored to the organization’s goals
and resources. In mapping out their plans of action, civil society players face external
constraints imposed by legislative-regulatory, social-cultural, and economic
environments that determine how freely they can use new media. These external factors
are examined in Part 2, with an emphasis on the specific situations in America and Hong
Kong.

Part 2: General consideration of new media use in the American and
Hong Kong civil societies
A less regulated media
All media can be regulated, in theory. The new media is no exception. It can be made
subject to laws, regulations, and government control. A society’s legislative-regulatory
approach to media often reflects the nature of that society’s government, degree of
freedom of speech, and legal traditions. The Chinese government employs one of the
world’s most sophisticated Internet and mobile media surveillance and censorship
regimes. 17 Government crackdowns on political dissident websites and blogs, tightening
of Internet regulations, and filtering of Internet chat-rooms and mobile messaging are
frequent in China. 18 However, new media poses special difficulties for government
oversight programs, even when efforts to exert control are sustained and well-organized.
First, governments must make substantial investments in expertise and technologies in
order to keep pace with the fast-changing Internet. Second, the Internet is, by design,
decentralized and composed of multiple networks, creating a challenge of scale for
regulators and monitors. 19
New media are lightly regulated in the United States and Hong Kong. Both
societies have sophisticated legal-regulatory frameworks to govern the
telecommunications and broadcasting industries, particularly in matters of licensing and
competition. But the use of Internet and mobile media is subject to less government
control than traditional broadcast media. The United States has made slightly more
regulations to criminalize certain negative uses of the new media. In Hong Kong, until
recently such efforts have been very minimal, if not absent. Besides the practical
difficulties and large investment involved in regulating new media, the relative lack of
governmental control is accompanied by constitutional protections and strong traditions
of freedom of speech in both societies. Surveillance on the use and contents of new media
in advance of publication, though technically possible, would potentially be challenged
under the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Article 27 of the Basic Law, the
17

The tracking of Internet control practices in China and some other countries can be found in
http://www.opennetinitiative.net.
18
Examples of the surveillance and crackdown of dissident sites are documented in Chase, Michael and
James Mulvenon 2002. You’ve got dissent! : Chinese dissident use of the Internet and Beijing’s counterstrategies. Santa Monica, California: RAND, National Security Research Division, Center for Asia Pacific
Policy.
19
A summary of the history of the Internet is in Castells, Manuel 2001. The Internet Galaxy: Reflections on
the Internet, Business, and Society. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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Hong Kong mini-constitution. 20 Hence, regulations considered for new media are not
likely to exert control until after publication. That said, as Internet and mobile
communications increasingly pervade every aspect of daily life, there is public demand
for regulating inappropriate behaviors on the new media. In 2001, Robert Blendon and
his colleagues concluded from surveys that many Americans believed the government
should take actions to deal with negative Internet uses, such as dangerous strangers
making contact with children, the availability to children of pornography and information
about weapons, false advertising, invasion of privacy, hate speech, and discriminatory
attacks. 21 Questions arise, however, as to how to eradicate the ills in cyberspace without
suffocating the new media, which can enrich freedom of speech and encourage citizen
participation in legitimate public and commercial activities.
The following section discusses current and potential laws and regulations
pertaining to new media use by civil society and political groups in the United States and
Hong Kong.
Regulatory institutions for communications industries. In the United States,
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), led by five commissioners appointed
by the president and confirmed by the Senate, is the media regulatory authority directly
responsible to the Congress. The FCC’s jurisdiction covers interstate and international
communications by radio, television, satellite, wire and cable, as well as wireless
communications including mobile phones. The FCC is mainly concerned with licensing,
industry competition, public safety, and homeland security issues related to
communications. Currently, the relevant Hong Kong regulatory agencies are the Office of
Telecommunications Authority (OFTA), a government department, and the Broadcasting
Authority (BA), a statutory board of mostly non-official members appointed by the Chief
Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The BA regulates television
and radio content but has no jurisdiction over the Internet. The OFTA oversees economic
and technical aspects of the Internet in Hong Kong, but it does not regulate online content.
In March 2006, the HKSAR started public consultations on merging the two agencies
into a single Communications Authority (CA), in light of the increasing convergence
between telecommunications and broadcasting technologies. The government proposal
does not map out how the two different regulatory frameworks should be changed after
the merger. Such uncertainty has led key industry players to oppose the merger, 22 and has
raised concerns that the CA might be empowered to regulate politically-sensitive Internet
content such as Internet radio stations (see Part 3). 23 These fears were heightened by
20

Article 27 of the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic
of China reads: “Hong Kong residents shall have freedom of speech, of the press and publication…”
21
Blendon, Robert, John M Beson, Mollyann Brodie, Drew E Altman, Marcus D Rosenbaum, Rebcca
Flournoy, and Minah Kim, 2001. “Whom to Protect and How: The Public, the Government and the Internet
Revolution,” The Brookings Review, Winter 2001 vol. 19 no.1, pp. 44-48
(http://www.brookings.edu/press/review/winter2001/blendon.htm).
22
See some of the submissions to the Commerce, Industry and Technology Bureau of the Hong Kong SAR
in response to the “Public Consultation on the Establishment of Communications Authority,”
http://www.citb.gov.hk/ctb/eng/paper/submission4.htm.
23
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recent BA rulings on the content of television programs, such as a documentary on
discrimination against homosexuals in Hong Kong. Many regarded these rulings as
overly conservative. 24 Subsequent to the public consultation, the Hong Kong
government has yet to merge the two regulatory agencies.
Data privacy. Broadly speaking, data privacy was already protected by law in the
United States and Hong Kong when the Internet age began. One of the relevant American
laws is the Privacy Act of 1974, which requires federal agencies to comply with fair
information practices in collecting, maintaining, and disseminating personal data, and to
grant individuals the right to access and amend their records. After 2001, a special
challenge to Americans’ personal data privacy has been the government’s controversial
intrusion into individuals’ electronic communications in the name of anti-terrorism and
homeland security. In Hong Kong, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal
Data was established in 1996 to enforce the only data privacy legislation applicable to
public and private organizations. Although legally protected, electronic data privacy has
become difficult to enforce when digital databases and e-mail lists are easily collected,
copied, bought, or leaked to the market.
Spamming. A closely related challenge is spamming, the sending of unsolicited
advertisements or other content via e-mail or text message. Since the marginal cost of
sending electronic messages is extremely low, spamming quickly became a popular
marketing tool and a nuisance to many new media consumers. Enacting regulations
against spam requires a careful balancing act to ensure that legitimate use of electronic
marketing for business, political, and civil society purposes will not be jeopardized. In
Hong Kong and the United States, anti-spamming laws are so far limited in scope or
under cautious consideration. The U.S. Congress passed the CAN-SPAM Act in 2003 to
criminalize certain types of unsolicited and/or deceptive commercial e-mail, such as
messages with materially false header information, spam sent from a computer that the
sender is not authorized to use, messages misrepresenting the sender identity, and
unsolicited pornography. 25 In Hong Kong, a new anti-spamming law was enacted in May
2007 to control unsolicited electronic messages (UEM) by mandating an “opt-out”
requirement on senders. The new law, like similar U.S. legislation, covers only
commercial UEM. But the UEM legislation casts a wider technological net than in the
United States and other jurisdictions by covering all forms of electronic communication,
including e-mail, voice telephony, facsimile, and any future technologies. 26

too long), Hong Kong Economic Journal, March 6, p. 33; Chiu, So-kwan (趙素君) 2006,電管局廣管局擬
合併 官商民三贏 (Merger of OFTA and Broadcasting Authority), Hong Kong Economic Times, March 4,
pA09.
24
The Broadcasting Authority ruled that a television documentary on discrimination against homosexuals
produced by Radio Television Hong Kong gave too much airtime to the views of homosexuals and did not
give sufficient coverage to people who are against them. In another ruling, the BA ruled that an old awardwinning film features the use of foul language.
25
See Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003
(http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/thomas).
26
Hong Kong SAR Government, Commerce, Industry and Technology Bureau 2006. Consultation Paper
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Scams and deception. Since 2005, the U.S. Congress has been considering the
Anti-Phishing Act, which would criminalize “phishing,” an Internet scam to fraudulently
obtain personal information, and the U.S. SAFE WEB Act which would enhance the
Federal Trade Commission’s ability to enforce laws against spam, spyware and crossborder fraud. 27 In Hong Kong, there is no law on new media fraud yet, but individuals
who engage in such activities can theoretically be charged under other criminal laws.
Copyright of digital publication and content is always a hot issue on the Internet
and wireless media. In the common law tradition of the United States and Hong Kong,
the concept of copyright is mainly economic protection of authors and content creators.
Therefore copyright has so far been more a concern for the commercial sector. For
example, the entertainment industry is concerned about downloading and uploading of
pirated movies and music through bit torrent technology. At present, this is of lesser
concern to the civil society or for political usage. However, political activists might still
be affected if copyright laws are tightened in the future, and the possibility of political
regulation cannot be discarded as well.
Online electioneering. On the whole, political campaigns enjoy more freedom in
using new media than in using traditional media. In the United States, political
advertising by candidates, political parties, and outside supporting groups on television,
radio, and print media is a critical component of election strategies. Accordingly, the
Federal Election Commission (FEC) enforces electoral laws and regulations that require
disclosure of campaign expenses and contributions for political advertisements published
in the mainstream media. In 2002, the U.S. Congress passed the Bipartisan Campaign
Reform Act (BCRA, also known as the McCain-Feingold Act) to strengthen campaign
finance regulations, especially those rules related to soft money and interest group
financing. 28 However, when the FEC made detailed rules for election campaigns, Internet
communication was expressly exempted from the definition of “public communication.”
BCRA supporters considered this exemption to be a serious loophole. Republican
congressman Christopher Shays, a sponsor or the bill, led a judicial challenge (Shays v.
FEC). The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia rejected the FEC’s
interpretation of the law. Another Republican Congressman, Jeb Hensarling, took an
opposing view and tried, but failed, to pass a bill to relieve bloggers from BCRA
provisions after the District Court’s ruling. In March 2006, the Commission tightened the
rule slightly so that paid political advertisements on the Internet fall under the campaign
law, but online campaign activities by uncompensated individuals or groups remain
exempted. 29
Election campaigns in Hong Kong generally face more restrictions than those in
the United States. In addition to an overall expenditure ceiling for each candidate in Hong
Kong, no “advertisement of a political nature” is allowed on broadcast media (TV and

27
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radio). 30 This restriction is not applied to print media or the Internet. Nonetheless, all
types of election ads, including “electronic messages and websites (excluding those
discussion forums on websites)” are regulated and the financing of such activities must
be disclosed, including those published by “a third party” with or without the consent of
the candidate concerned. 31
This overview shows that Internet activists and bloggers in America and Hong
Kong are currently subject to far fewer legal and regulatory constraints than traditional
journalists and other members of the mainstream media on their ability to express views,
advocate beliefs, and develop innovative ideas. However, the future of new media
regulation is uncertain, as briefly described above and as will be further discussed in Part 4.
Economic, social, and cultural environments
In their search for new media strategies within the confines of the law, civil society actors
must identify the new media applications most appropriate to the social, cultural, and
economic environments in their societies. Socio-cultural and market environments can be
viewed from two dimensions: (a) the horizontal dimension across different societies; and
(b) the vertical dimension of various demographic groupings within a society. This paper
first considers the horizontal comparison of the economic, social, and cultural factors in
the United States and Hong Kong, followed by a brief discussion of the relevance of
vertical cultural differences in mapping out a new media strategy.
Different market economics. The United States and Hong Kong have long
embraced information technology, and both societies contain a critical mass of Internet
and mobile phone users. However, the relative popularity of the Internet versus mobile
phones is different due to government policies on industry competition, technological
standards, and market practices. The United States has concentrated more on the Internet
whereas Hong Kong (like other Asian societies) has focused more on mobile media. The
United States is a world leader in innovative online applications but its percentage of
mobile phone users is lower than that of countries in Asia and Europe. 32 Hong Kong had
152 mobile phone subscriptions for every 100 people in 2007, while the United States
had only 77.4 subscriptions for every 100 people in 2006. 33 Despite its high mobile
phone penetration rates, Hong Kong once lagged behind China and other Asian
30

See HKSAR Electoral Affairs Commission, Guidelines on Election-Related Activities in Respect of
Legislative Council Elections 2004 (http://www.eac.gov.hk/en/legco/2004lc_guide.htm).
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Ibid.
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Castells, Manuel, Mireia Fernandez-Ardevol, Jack Linchuan Qiu, Araba Sey 2004. The Mobile
Communication Society: Across-Cultural Analysis of Available Evidence on the Social Uses of Wireless
Communication Technology. A research report prepared for the International Workshop on Wireless
Communication Policies and Prospects: A Global Perspective, held at the Annenberg School for
Communication, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, October 8th and 9th 2004. Available:
http://arnic.info/workshop04/MCS.pdf (accessed 15.02.2006).
33
Hong Kong SAR Government, Office of Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) website 2008. “Key
Telecommunications Statistics” (http://www.ofta.gov.hk/en/datastat/key_stat.html) (assessed 03/2008).
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economies in mobile text messaging because phone calls were far cheaper. But as
competition has driven down the price of text messages, short message service (SMS)
usage has skyrocketed in Hong Kong in recent years.
Money matters. When civil society actors choose technological platforms
(Internet or mobile) and applications (blogs, online video, text messaging, etc.), their
primary consideration is cost. Sustaining long-term new media operations can be
expensive, especially for smaller civil society groups and individual activists. New media
efforts can be financed by volunteers, donors or sponsors, business revenues, or any
combination thereof. Civil society groups or activists usually initiate new media
initiatives through volunteer efforts and donations. However, a model of pure
volunteerism is not indefinitely sustainable. In theory, the more popular those websites,
blogs, or web radio stations, the better their ability to enlist more volunteers, solicit new
donations, or venture into online advertising and merchandise sales. In this regard,
popular civil society websites or bloggers in America have a much higher chance of
survival than in Hong Kong due to the ‘market’ size. In a large country such as the
United States, a website that is able to attract even a tiny fraction of the Internet audience
can draw quite a sufficient pool of potential volunteers, donors, and advertisers. In the
relatively small Hong Kong market, it is very difficult to reach the critical mass for
supporting a civil society website financially. Popular U.S. political blogs draw a daily
audience that ranges in size from tens of thousands up to millions, whereas popular Hong
Kong civil society sites have daily hit rates in the thousands at most. It is possible for a
successful American blogger to make a living as a full-time blogger; but deriving one’s
primary income from a civil society website in Hong Kong is quite unlikely, if not
impossible.
Freedom of political expression. In developing an appropriate new media
strategy, civil society actors must also take into account the social characteristics and
cultural habits of their community. The American and Hong Kong cultures share some
similarities but are distinct in many ways. Both are pluralistic societies, but America has
greater ethnic diversity. Although Hong Kong lifestyles are westernized, they are also
rooted in Southern Chinese (mainly Cantonese) values and cultural traits. American and
Hong Kong citizens enjoy legally-protected freedoms of speech and expression, and both
societies have high expectations for the quality of government and policy-making.
However, there are cultural differences in the way they exercise their freedoms of
expression in different types of political discourse.
First, in daily social discourse, Americans and Hong Kong citizens can be equally
vocal in their criticism of political and government affairs. Hong Kong people often talk
about current affairs. They express criticisms of the government, officials and politicians
(of all ideologies) within personal circles, not in front of the public. The modern history
of China, British colonial rule of Hong Kong, and the 1997 transition to Chinese
governance, have caused Hong Kong people, who are mostly immigrants from China or
the children of immigrants, to be skeptical about politics and cynical about the motives of
politicians. The word for “politician” in Cantonese and Mandarin — zhengke — suggests
a perception that people use politics to advance their self-interest and carries a stronger
negative connotation than the English term. This attitude explains both the popularity of
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humor and sarcasm in political discourse and the widespread political apathy in Hong
Kong. Growing disinterest and alienation in (especially partisan) politics also exists in
America (see elaboration in Part 3). But political cynicism in the United States probably
does not exist to the degree that it does in Hong Kong, given America’s more robust
democracy and national pride in its system of representative government.
That relates closely to the second type of political discourse on ideology and
partisan debates. In America, partisan, ideological debates between liberals and
conservatives are common. Although in recent years Americans have grown increasingly
dismayed with the polarized politics between Republican and Democrats, the culture of
open challenge in politics remains strong, at least stronger than in Hong Kong. Political
divisions in Hong Kong between the pro-democracy and pro-establishment camps have
run deep since the political transition of the mid-1980s. However, Hong Kong people
tend to feel alienated by partisan debates, partly due to the political skepticism and
cynicism that derive from their history. Ironically, civil society actors in Hong Kong
often find it necessary to affect political disinterest or political neutrality in order to
advance their agendas on government, policy issues, or democracy, which are all plainly
political affairs.
The third type of political discourse is open discussion, petition, and assembly
that challenges government policies. In the United States, open debates in politics and
open challenge to the government or politicians are fully accepted as part of civic life.
While Hong Kong people can be as critical and vocal in private as Americans, they are
more cautious, pragmatic, and polite about political expression in public, in particular if
their identities need to be disclosed. Polite politics are even the norm when social
movements and protests openly challenge the political establishment. 34 After the last riots
in the 1960s, in protest of political, economic, and social issues, mass rallies and angry
protests in the last three decades have all been peaceful and orderly.
Generally speaking, Hong Kong people are more open to criticize local politicians,
especially those from the pro-democracy camps, than they are to criticizing the sovereign
in Beijing. There is a perception that the public space for expressing harsh political
criticisms of Beijing has shrunk. However, Hong Kong people are much bolder, more
vociferous, or even rude in criticizing the local SAR government and politicians,
especially if they do not need to expose their true identities. Hong Kong residents
typically air their grievances in public fora that offer pseudonymity or anonymity, such as
radio phone-in programs, Internet discussion boards, and mass rallies. In the popular
Internet chat-rooms, such as Yahoo.com.hk, where bitter quarrels often erupt between
conservatives (likely to be pro-establishment or pro-Beijing) and liberals (likely to be
pro-democracy), users often employ fictitious names to mask the identities behind their
rude comments. Also, though violent mass rallies are a think of the past, there has been
some petty violence and vandalism against politicians (often from the pro-democracy
camp) by people who hide their real identities.
34
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Self-censorship is also growing in Hong Kong’s mainstream, a phenomenon that
will be described in greater detail in the next section. Self-censorship may also exist in
the American media under various circumstances, including market pressure, the media’s
close relationship with certain political groups, fear of losing authoritative sources of
news, or national mood. Such factors may explain why the U.S. mainstream media,
including those outfits reputed to be liberal, did not critically examine claims of weapons
of mass destruction in Iraq before the invasion of that country in 2003. That said, possible
self-censorship in the United States is not as big of a problem as in Hong Kong, which
has an authoritarian sovereign.
Visual vs. textual culture. In addition to the cultural differences in political
expression, Hong Kong people much prefer verbal or visual communication to written
text as compared to Americans, Mainland Chinese, and Taiwanese. While the younger
American demographic also exhibits a preference for visuals (photos, sounds, and
movies), the visual culture seems to prevail across different ages and demographic
segments in Hong Kong. All Hong Kong newspapers, including all mass circulation,
financial, and intellectual papers, have a look and feel similar to USA Today. They are
full of colorful pictures; graphics take up 30 to 50 percent of a typical page. Likewise, the
Hong Kong blogosphere is rich in photos but short on words. This visual-heavy culture
poses a special challenge to online political debate in Hong Kong, because rational
political discourse requires the clear articulation of ideas and arguments in words. While
there is a trend toward a visual culture in the United States and other parts of the world,
as highlighted by the rise of YouTube.com, the American online community is large
enough to sustain lively, literate, and text-based political debates in a vibrant blogosphere.
The horizontal socio-cultural differences noted above account for the major
differences in online behavior in the United States versus Hong Kong. Civil society
actors should also bear in mind that social trends in cyberspace often converge globally,
because new media users usually have greater exposure to the world through the Internet.
Vertical cultural differences. Vertical socio-cultural differences exist among
various demographic groups within a society according to age, education level, and
ethnicity, among other variables. In developing new media strategies, civil society actors
should consider setting different objectives for different demographic groups. For
example, they may target young people in order to recruit volunteers, and target higher
income groups for donations. The youth culture in the new media (such as a preference
for visuals, social networking, and rapidly changing online behavior) is more likely to
converge horizontally, across different societies, than vertically, across age groups.
Finally, language is also an important factor when civil society actors target audiences of
different ethnic groups.
“Over-commercialized and politicized” mass media
Despite the rise of new media as an alternative to the traditional media, the mass media
(including television, radio, and newspapers) will continue to dominate. This is because
the mass media reach nearly all citizens and maintain longstanding relationships with key
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governance actors (particularly, governments and businesses). In addition, consumers
habitually turn to mass media as their default source of information and entertainment.
Traditional media play critical roles in politics by setting the public agenda, stimulating
societal emotions with visuals and sounds, reinforcing selective perceptions, shaping
public opinion, and in some cases propagandizing for the government, political groups, or
certain ideologies. Today, most large media firms operate a mix of traditional and new
media outlets, and some firms are globalizing their media enterprises. Therefore, the
overall influence of big media is more likely to increase (or at least remain constant)
rather than diminish, and its interaction with new media will become more complex.
The media markets in America and Hong Kong are highly competitive, under
virtually no government censorship before publication, and are primarily market-directed
rather than state-controlled, except for public broadcasting services in both societies and
several Beijing-sponsored newspapers in Hong Kong. One important difference between
the two media markets is the high degree of market fragmentation in the United States
and the relative market concentration in Hong Kong, in terms of numbers of competitors
and market share of each media operator. In both societies, the professional practice of
journalism adheres to Western (mainly American or British) traditions. 35 The American
and Hong Kong mass media also share the common criticisms of being too
commercialized and politicized. However, the manifestation of such criticisms differs and
so are the implications on the new media development in the two societies.
Polarized big media in America. In an environment of market fragmentation,
American mass media firms operate under strong commercial pressures. The most
successful media firms are conglomerates such as News Corporation and Time Warner
that own assets in the television, publishing and digital media industries. American
consumers have abundant choices in television stations, radio channels and publications.
Competition in broadcasting is particularly strong since the rise of cable television, which
opened up the market to hundreds of channels. Although American can choose among
many different media outlets, intense competition for audience ratings has created a
homogenization of content.
Since the mid-1990s, traditional media news sources have been challenged by
online news for market share. From 1996 to 2006, regular consumers of newspapers,
radio news, and nightly network TV news declined from 50 to 40 percent, from 44 to 36
percent, and from 42 to 28 percent respectively, according to the Pew Research Center’s
biennial tracking surveys. 36 Meanwhile, regular readers of online news surged from 2 to
31 percent in 1995-2006. 37 Nonetheless, the rise of Internet news readership stabilized in
2006 with a modest increase of only 2 percent after 2004. The Pew surveys also found
35
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that the online-only news audience is modest in size and that the online news readership
broadened rather than deepened. 38 The past surveys consistently noted that the negative
impact of online news on cable TV news is not serious, but that online news does take
viewers away from network broadcasts. 39 In fact, the most popular online news websites
are those operated by big traditional media such as newyorktimes.com, CNN, MSNBC,
ABC, NBC, and CBS. 40 These statistical trends conclude that the important place of
traditional media in daily life is being supplemented but not totally replaced by the new
media. Moreover, big media operators are responding to the fierce expansion of the
digital media by strengthening their online arms and sometimes reducing investment in
the traditional media. For example, NBC decided to cut 5 percent of jobs and $ 750
million from its television budget by 2008, and will increase investment in digital
delivery through the Internet and mobile networks, despite the fact that its cable arm,
MSNBC is relatively successful. 41
U.S. mass media firms can be broadly divided into liberal (leaning toward the
Democrats) and conservative (being sharply pro-Republican) categories. The political
leanings of media outlets have become more noticeable in the last ten years with the rise
of Fox News. Surveys have confirmed that such political-ideological polarization among
television and online news audiences exists. 42 But the causal relationship between the
polarization of mass media and of American politics remains unclear. It is not known
whether the mass media merely reflects polarized public opinion or if the media is to be
blamed for increased partisanship in the political discourse.
Political science and communication professor Diana Mutz has identified four
phenomena in the American mass media, especially on television, that may have
contributed to political polarization, or at least reinforced the trend. 43 Two phenomena
are driven by technological developments that have given audiences an abundant choice
of political news and non-news entertainment during the same time slots. This has
resulted in the creation of viewers who tend to select only those sources that reinforce
and intensify their pre-existing political views, and the alienation of moderate viewers
from political news altogether. The other two phenomena are content-related: the media’s
emphasis of interpreting election outcomes on tactics and strategy rather than substance,
and confrontational, “in-your-face” programs such as The O’Reilly Factor, Hardball, and
Hannity & Colmes. 44
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Interestingly, Americans from both sides of the aisle have complained about the
current state of political coverage in the mass media. 45 Republican leaders, including
Vice President Dick Cheney and former White House advisor Karl Rove, have charged
that the old media are unfair to them. 46 Famous conservative TV host Bill O’Reilly has
described his occupation as a “culture warrior” against the liberal media. 47 On the other
hand, Democratic heavyweights such as former President Bill Clinton, however,
considered the media favorable to the Republicans. 48 Prominent liberal bloggers such as
Markos Moulitsas Zúniga and Jerome Armstrong have described many mass media
outlets as the Republican “noise machine.” 49
When examined closely, the political-ideological landscape of the American mass
media cannot be accurately described in simple partisan terms. Many American
journalists may share a liberal outlook due to their professional training, and therefore
they tend to be more critical of the government and those in power. Republicans have
controlled Congress (often both chambers) from 1995 until recently, and, except for 12
years, have occupied the White House since 1969. Some conservative media tend to
behave conservatively not only ideologically but also support Republicans in a partisan
manner.
The political landscapes of different media are also varied. In the press, the
biggest newspapers such as the New York Times and the Washington Post are regarded as
broadly liberal; the Wall Street Journal, an influential business paper, is regarded as
fiscally conservative; and the smaller but influential Washington Times receives support
from conservative Republicans. In radio broadcasting, the conservatives are more
influential due to successful efforts in establishing a network of conservative voices over
the decades. 50 Many of the most popular radio talk hosts are conservative and enjoy good
relationships with Republican leaders. 51 Liberal radio stations, on the other hand, are
struggling for financial survival. In 2006, Air America, dubbed as a “lonely voice from
talk radio’s left,” went bankrupt partly because big corporations declined to advertise on
the station. 52 In television broadcasting, 53 among the numerous news channels,
conservative Fox News has topped the audience ratings in the last ten years, though its
edge over other news channels has come down significantly. 54 While other prominent
45
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news channels such as CNN and MSNBC are regarded liberal in general, they hire a few
conservative hosts such as Glenn Beck (CNN Headline News) and former Republican
congressman Joe Scarborough (MSNBC). Having said that, due to market fragmentation
even the most popular news and public affairs programs reach only small audiences. The
top-rated news/commentary program in the U.S., The O’Reilly Factor, has an audience of
only about one million viewers, while many popular television programs in Hong Kong
(with only 2.3 percent the population of the U.S.) may easily achieve that number.
In the American online media, the political landscape is different. Pro-Democrat
liberal bloggers attract a much larger share of attention in cyberspace than conservative
bloggers. Part 3 will elaborate on this trend.
Hong Kong media under the shadow of self-censorship. The Hong Kong mass
media is also market-driven and competitive, but there is a higher degree of market
concentration than in the United States. The audience therefore has a much more limited
choice in television and radio channels. As noted earlier, Hong Kong media operate
under a growing shadow of self-censorship.
Hong Kong has a more restrictive broadcasting policy than the United States.
Non-pay television dominates the market, though television viewership has been under
strong competition from the Internet and other forms of entertainment in recent years.
The two non-pay television companies offer four free channels (in Chinese and English).
Another four pay television operators offer over 100 channels (most content of which is
bought from overseas, except for news programs) via a variety of cable and Internet
technologies. Only in 2000 did the government open up the pay TV market that accounts
for a much smaller market share than free television service. The largest and oldest, Hong
Kong Cable TV, had less than 740,000 pay TV subscribers in 2005. 55 In radio
broadcasting, there are only three local stations, one of which is the government-run
public service broadcaster Radio Television Hong Kong. Despite years of public demand
for an “open air” policy, the government has refused to franchise more radio frequencies.
Introduction of digital audio broadcasting may expand radio audience’s choices but the
government has not committed to a policy timetable. 56
The print press is more competitive. Hong Kong is among the world leaders in the
number of local newspapers per capita, including two English-language papers and more
than 15 Chinese-language papers, including three free dailies. The mass newspapers are
commercially successful in terms of circulation and advertisement, but they resemble
tabloids in style and content, and do not enjoy high credibility. Only a few newspapers
such as Mingpao and the Hong Kong Economic Journal (HKEJ) are regarded as reliable
and appealing to educated readers.
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As in the United States, the political landscape of the Hong Kong mass media can
be crudely divided into two groups: pro-establishment (pro-Beijing and Hong Kong
governments) and pro-democracy. Three pro-government newspapers are directly
sponsored by Beijing. The local media is generally more critical of the Hong Kong
government than the Beijing government; indeed, sometimes criticisms of local officials
or civil servants can be brutal. Meanwhile, the tendency to self-censor, with regard to
commenting or reporting on Beijing or local business tycoons, has grown since 1997. 57
This trend has become even more pronounced since 2003, when Beijing began to take a
more proactive approach in managing Hong Kong affairs in response to that year’s July 1
rally against the HKSAR government and national security legislation (see also Part 3). 58
Since then, the majority of Hong Kong media can be regarded as friendly to the
government. Today, only one Chinese paper (Apple Daily) is regarded as a staunch
supporter of the democracy movement. Other papers are either strongly supportive of the
HKSAR government (notably the Sing Tao Group) or hostile to the pro-democracy,
liberal camp (notably, the largest papers Oriental Daily and the Sun). In the television
sector, non-pay Asia Television (ATV), which is owned by a member of the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference and has refocused its programming to the
mainland market, is noticeably supportive of the incumbent Hong Kong Chief Executive
Donald Tsang. The largest non-pay station, Television Broadcasts (TVB), owned by a
business guru with excellent Beijing connections, has also been re-orientating to the
mainland market.
Self-censorship is becoming pervasive, and examples are both subtle and dramatic.
First, there is very little investigative reporting on corporate fraud and other business
problems. Second, in its news reports and commentaries, the press usually adopts
government formulations or pro-establishment discourse; for example, by using the term
“opposition party” when describing pro-democracy politicians. Almost every newspaper
publishes articles authored by government officials upon request. In one instance, a
former secretary for information technology (and now the financial secretary) wrote an
article to rebut critics on the Cyberport project. He asked all newspapers to publish his
article unedited and uncut on a particular date. All local newspapers except one English
paper complied. 59 The chief editor of that particular paper explained in an editorial why
he refused the request to defend freedom of journalism. Later, that editor left the paper.
Third, some newspapers are willing to comply with other government demands,
extraordinary from the standpoint of independent journalism, in order to obtain news. In
one case, the government selectively invited a number of newspapers to a briefing on the
controversial issue of introducing a Goods and Services Tax, on the condition that the
papers should only report on the government line and should not cover comments from
others. Most newspapers complied with those conditions. Forth, the ownership of several
media operators, including HKEJ, was transferred to pro-Beijing and pro-government
businessmen after the 1997 handover, and more notably after 2003.
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A more dramatic example leading to public concern over self-censorship were the
sudden departures, and later terminations, of popular radio talk show hosts in mid-2004.
Radio talk shows, especially the morning show on Commercial Radio I, have been very
influential in shaping public opinion in Hong Kong, and have been very important means
for the public to make instant complaints about the government and public bodies. Of
those talk show hosts who were regarded as strongly critical of the previous Chief
Executive, C.H. Tung, the three most famous ones suddenly left their shows in mid-2004.
Later, Commercial Radio terminated their contracts; and then a few other hosts of
moderate styles also resigned. One radio host, who is also a member of China’s National
People’s Congress, claimed that he quit because of subtle intimidation from Beijing. 60
Although the accused intimidator denied that that was his intention, many talk shows
toned down their programming. Observers have noted that the opinions expressed by
some talk show hosts were considered to favor pro-democracy candidates in the election
for Hong Kong’s Legislative Council, which took place four months after this incident. 61
The fear of self-censorship was reinforced by the recent case of Ching Cheong, a former
Hong Kong journalist and well-known patriot who used to work for a Beijing-sponsored
newspaper. Ching was arrested by China, held without trial for over a year, and then
charged with espionage without specific accusations regarding his activities. 62 Many
Hong Kong press reports were unsympathetic, and a few published reports smearing
Ching’s integrity. These reports were later proven to rely on falsehoods, many of which
allegedly came from Chinese officials. 63
The looming shadow of self-censorship and Beijing’s influence in the mass media
has disappointed the Hong Kong public, especially those of liberal and democratic
persuasions. Civil society groups often find it difficult to advocate their social and
political causes through the overly commercialized and increasingly politicized Hong
Kong media. So some have turned to the new media, which explains the surge of Internet
radio and online publications to be chronicled next, in Part 3.
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Part 3: New media and political participation:
the United States vs. Hong Kong
After examining in Part 2 the general factors (legal, socio-economic, and mass media
environments) that civil society actors must consider in order to formulate a new media
strategy, this section examines the use of new media in political participation in the
United States and Hong Kong. Part 3 begins with discussion of the characteristics of the
two different political systems and political cultures, and then describes some examples
of how activists and ordinary citizens have used the new media in different political
combats.
American democratic participation
America is a mature democratic republic with a two-party tradition. Every adult citizen
has a basic right to political participation through an equal voting right in all elections.
The American democracy is built upon a system of checks and balances among the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government. In practice, however, there
are imperfections in American democracy due to issues of social power structure, money
politics, government policy, quality of politicians, problematic administration of
elections, and other factors. Recently, U.S. democracy has been criticized as failing to
perform properly. The approval rating of President Bush plunged from the 80 to 90
percent range immediately after the September 11 attacks to 30 percent or below amid the
unpopular war on Iraq, a conflict that lacks a clear exit strategy. 64 The U.S. Congress —
in which the House of Representatives was controlled by a Republican majority for
twelve years (from 1995 until 2007) — has been described as “the broken branch” 65 that
failed to oversee properly the executive branch and ran into the danger of institutional
corruption. Some feared that the two-party system might be heading toward political
monopoly of a “one-party country,” 66 due to the superior party machinery, strategies and
financial resources of the Republicans. Other scholars found that U.S. elections at all
levels have become increasingly uncompetitive in the last twelve years or so. 67 For
example, the number of competitive House elections dropped from 98 in 1994 to 51 in
2006. The lack of competitive races, possibly due to a combination of gerrymandering
that escaped most people’s attention, and traditional incumbent advantage, is a major
reason for decreased voter turnout. 68 Meanwhile, many voters perceive that the
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candidates in competitive races focus only on campaigns but do not work hard for their
constituencies while in office. 69
The election system is meant to be one of the major self-correcting mechanisms in
a democracy. This means an American citizen’s active participation in all forms of the
democratic electoral process — from casting a vote, to monitoring the performance of
office holders, making political donations, campaigning for candidates, and running for
office — can make a substantial difference on the political process and its outcomes. The
latest example was the mid-term election in November 2006 when a majority of the
American electorate voted for change in Congress, state legislatures, and governorships
in order to express their disapproval of the incumbent party’s leadership and policies.
Under the democratic system, the American people’s political participation has a bigger
impact on the political outcomes than in a non-democracy such as Hong Kong.
Nonetheless, the state of political participation in the United States is far from ideal, as in
many other modern democracies. Growth of political apathy is a key concern. Voter
registration and election turnout have been in continual decline since the mid-1960s. The
percentage of eligible citizens who registered to vote fell from 74.3 in 1968 to 65.9 in
1996, and voter turnout in presidential elections dropped from 69.3 percent in 1964 to
54.2 percent in 1996. 70 Analysts have offered various theories to explain this decline.
Public policy scholar Robert Putnam noted that civil participation in elections began to
shrink after the 1960s as American society became individualistic. 71 Brookings
Institution senior fellow E.J. Dionne is concerned about “the flight from politics” and
suggests a new civility for politics that demands a vigorous, honest, and mutually
respectful debate and a new engagement in democratic government. 72 Others are
concerned about the general decline of civil society. 73
Civil society scholars and advocates have been searching for practical solutions to
revive American civic spirit and political participation, and the use of new media is
considered part of the package to address the imbalances of influence in the electoral
process. 74 Former Senator Bill Bradley called for strengthening American citizenship by
enhancing family life, creating quality civic space, demanding a civic-minded media, and
ending special interest financing of elections. 75 Political theorist Benjamin Barber has
proposed specific legislative and government actions to support civil society by way of
enlarging public spaces, democratizing the global economy, enhancing national and
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community service, cultivating the arts and humanities, and fostering civic uses of
information technologies. 76 Journalist Kevin O’Leary recommended using the Internet to
formalize online town hall meetings, increase citizen engagement in deliberative policies,
and supplement inadequate representation by the House of Representatives. 77 Others
have proposed interactive online voter guides and online platforms for candidate-tocandidate and candidate-to-citizen debates so as to partially mitigate the effects of uneven
funding among candidates. 78
Political participation in America can be broadly categorized into non-partisan
and partisan participation. While the influence of online media has been felt in both
categories, the partisan new media have made a bigger impact on the political process
and outcomes. Pioneers of non-partisan political websites can be found in the 2000
presidential election, coinciding with the dot.com boom at that time. Prominent examples
included Voter.com, grassroots.com, DNet, 79 and Freedom Channel. 80 Most of the nonpartisan websites started off as non-profit initiatives, with some being sponsored by
philanthropy trust funds such as the Carnegie Corporation of New York. 81 A few such as
the Grassroots Enterprise (grassroots.com) ventured into the public affairs business. The
non-partisan political websites usually aimed at promoting informed and rational voting
by publishing candidate information and election news, or by providing interactive
learning tools about the elections. As such, the content of many non-partisan websites is
similar to major newspaper or news channel websites. After the 2000 elections, many
such websites closed. Since then, non-partisan political websites received less public
attention. In the 2004 presidential election, the more prominent non-partisan websites
included Democracy Net, e.thePeople and Project Voter Smart. 82 In the 2006 mid-term
elections, DontVote.com, a voter-education project organized by the advocacy group
AARP, advertised itself on television but the election information featured on its website
was less than what most newspaper websites provided.
In comparison, new media initiatives for partisan purposes have been more
vibrant and have made more significant impacts in recent elections. This may be because
partisan activists have greater incentives than non-partisans to influence the political
outcomes. It is more straightforward to evaluate success or failure in partisan campaigns.
Before the new media based partisan campaigns are discussed, electoral politics in recent
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years must be broadly surveyed in order to understand the political environment
confronting the American activists.
In 1994, after decades of concerted strategizing and investment, the Republican
Party (in particular the conservative wing) began to dominate the U.S. political power
structure. The Democratic Party establishment is often perceived, even among its
supporters, 83 as a loose alliance of liberals, issue advocates and anti-Republicans.
Therefore, many observers believe, the Democratic Party often fails to unite, invest in
policy ideas, and win in elections. The surge of online media interest around 1998-2000
incidentally coincided with power consolidation by the Republicans. The Democrats lost
the White House and seats in Congress in the 2000 elections, and thereby lost a
tremendous of influence in shaping policy.
The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks against the United States rallied the
nation around President Bush’s leadership. Bush and the Republican administration
enjoyed high popular support. After 2000, the partisan electoral politics can be described
as a competition between the two un-equals — in political power and electoral
competence. The incumbent Republican Party is considered far stronger than the
Democrats in unity, money, organization, electoral strategy and tactics, training of the
next generation of party members, communications network and propaganda, think-tank
influence, in addition to dominance in government policies. 84 However, by the 2006
election cycle, the tide turned against the Republican leadership due to great national
disappointment about the war in Iraq, corruption in the government and in Congress, and
other policy problems.
Online media in U.S. elections
Partisan civil society activists in the United States face drastically different challenges
depending on their party affiliation, and accordingly need to formulate different strategies
for the use of new media in election campaigns. The following case studies examine four
aspects of the development of new media — mainly the Internet — in election campaigns
from the mid-1990s to 2006: (a) an overview of candidates’ online campaigns; (b) the
impact of three influential new media applications (online fundraising, political web-logs
or “blogs,” and YouTube); (c) the Republican use of new media; and (d) the netroots
progressive movement in the 2006 mid-term elections. It is not easy to evaluate the
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precise impact of the Internet on the elections because of the difficulty of isolating any
one of the multiple factors that affect the dynamics and outcome of an election. Ideally,
in any election, fundamental substance (the demands of constituencies and the quality of
candidates) should matter the most, but often it does not. In modern politics, campaign
strategies are critical; this is where new media can play an important role. To examine the
impact of online initiatives, this paper tries to look at two proxies. First, how prevalent is
online media use in campaigns, and in what ways is online media used? Second, are there
any electoral victories that can be attributed, at least in part, to online initiatives? In
addressing the second question, some amount of subjective judgment is required.
Online campaigns: from hype to a new political force. Since the early 1990s,
many people have talked about the prospect of using online media to invigorate elections.
However, the actual development was more gradual and less dramatic than enthusiasts
had predicted. Only after 2000 did the Internet become part of the election campaign
routines, 85 but even so, few electoral victories could be attributed to online efforts until
2006. In the 2006 mid-term elections, a number of significant victories were quite clearly
related to Internet campaign initiatives.
From 1992 to 2000, the Internet’s role in elections was mainly one of
reinforcement rather than mobilization. 86 Only a small percentage of Americans, mainly
youths, used the Internet to learn about the candidates. 87 During that period, Internet
political activists and general online users were two distinct groups. A 1998 survey found
that over 80 percent of those most interested in politics had engaged in online political
discussion and e-mailing others on political issues. But their activities did not seem to
mobilize general Internet users, who used the web mainly for obtaining news (over 76
percent), entertainment information (59 percent), general e-mail communications (over
50 percent) or online shopping (49 percent). 88 Meanwhile, the potential of online
campaigns grew because 64 percent of all voters became Internet users and 90 percent of
American Internet users were registered voters by 2000. 89 As a result, Elaine Kamarck
found, the numbers of candidate websites surged between the 1998 and 2000 election
cycles: in Senate races the percentage of candidates having a website increased from 72
to 91 percent, in the House races the rate increased from 35 to 66 percent; and in
gubernatorial races it stayed even at 95 percent; the gaps between different races could be
explained by the level of competition and the number of open races. 90 However, most
candidate websites before 2000 were unimaginative, essentially online reproductions of
printed campaign materials — what new media researchers call “electronic brochures.” 91
At that time, most candidates considered the Internet only as one of the many channels to
disseminate campaign messages, and did not explore the potential of interactivity and
mobilization.
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Since the 2000 presidential election, several innovative online campaigns caught
the public’s attention and inspired strategic use of new media in subsequent elections.
One example is Senator John McCain’s bid for the Republican nomination in 2000. The
senator raised about $5 million via the Internet from small donors, a quarter of his total
funds. 92 McCain’s campaign also employed the technique of “meta-jacking” to drive
traffic to his website by putting words about his opponents in the HTML (programming
language) of his own website; these words were then picked up by Internet search
engines when users sought information on his opponents. 93 Similarly, Democratic
primary candidate Bill Bradley raised a significant sum of donations from the Internet.
The Bush and Gore campaign websites issued rebuttals on each other’s performance. 94 A
more creative case was the “vote sweeping” campaign launched by supporters of Ralph
Nader, the Green Party candidate for president in 2000, through online exchange
websites. 95 This strategic voting campaign (which Nader did not personally endorse)
sought votes for Nader from Gore’s supporters in swing states where Gore would win or
lose by a narrow margin.
The 2004 presidential election represents an important turning point in online
campaign development. Former Vermont governor Howard Dean’s primary campaign for
the Democratic nomination is considered a milestone in Internet campaign history. Led
by new media strategist Joe Trippi, Dean’s people-based online campaign generated
excitement about four Internet elements: the rise of the political blogosphere, the power
of Internet donations, the efficiency of organizing meet-ups online, and the mobilization
of volunteers. Trippi’s “Blog for America” (previously the “Call for Action Blog”)
generated hundreds of discussion threads and attracted many netizens who felt fed up
with the war in Iraq and “television-centered” politics. 96 Supportive bloggers and readers
were actively engaged in Dean’s campaign and defended Dean whenever they thought
the mainstream media treated him unfairly. The mass media was most impressed by
Dean’s online fundraising prowess. He raised $51 million, surpassing his closest
competitor by $16 million, mainly through online donation from mostly (58 percent)
small contributions of $200 or less. 97 Through partnerships with Meetup.com and
MoveOn.org, Dean recruited 160,000 eager campaign volunteers. Through the Internet,
the campaign lined up a few thousand attendees for Dean’s speeches with only ten days’
notice. 98
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Despite the success stories in 2000 and 2004, innovative online campaigns did not,
for the most part, translate into electoral victories. McCain, Bradley, and Dean all lost in
their party primaries. Nader, who had no chance of winning the election, was
subsequently accused by Democrats of splitting Gore’s votes and thus facilitating Bush’s
marginal victory in 2000. The earliest victory that analysts link to an online campaign is
Reform Party candidate Jesse Ventura’s win in the 1999 Minnesota gubernatorial
election. 99 Ventura, who was weaker in resources and political experience than his
Republican and Democrat opponents, turned his website in an online office-cumcommunications-center to disseminate his positions and recruit volunteers.
In the 2006 mid-term elections, the Internet was finally recognized as a powerful
political force that could deliver electoral victories and political changes. The peoplebased online campaigns (the “netroots movement,” which will be explained shortly)
returned victories of netroots-supported candidates to a number of races in the
Democratic primaries, the House, and surprise wins in the Senate that ultimately tipped
the political balance to Democrats in both chambers of Congress. It is too early to
conclude if the political force of the Internet will continue to favor the Democrats in
future elections, or if the boost to the Democratic Party in 2006 was due mainly to the
strong national tide against the Republican incumbents. At any rate, using the Internet to
interact with voters had become almost a must in candidate campaigns by 2006. A survey
by the Institute for Politics, Democracy and the Internet (IPDI) in May 2006 found that
97 percent of all the U.S. Senate candidate websites allow online donations, 70 percent
provide online videos and 63 percent feature blogs. 100
Online donation, political blogging, and online video. In addition to
conventional e-mails and online member subscription for volunteer recruitment, the three
applications mentioned above — online fundraising, political blogs, and homemade
online videos posted on YouTube.com (video logs, or “vlogging”) — have profound
influence on the election environment in the United States.
Since campaign finance is a decisive factor in American elections, online
fundraising was an early priority for exploration by pioneering new media strategists. The
traditional media often reports the amount of funds raised on the Internet as an indicator
of how successful an online campaign is. Online fund raising has three conceptual
advantages. First, the cost of soliciting donations from a large number of people is
relatively low compared to offline methods such as direct mail or phone. Middleman fees
to gateway companies and banks may raise the total cost, however. Second, online
donations are appealing to individual contributors of small amounts who find Internet
payments more convenient. It may, therefore, broaden people-based participation in
campaign financing and diffuse the effect of big money politics, to some extent. Third,
online donations can help “political insurgents” break through the hurdles of campaign
financing to challenge establishment candidates who enjoy far better access to big donors,
thereby leveling the political playing-field. The American experience appears to confirm
these three theoretical benefits. Online fundraising has become routine and is reshaping
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the dynamics of campaign financing. “Insurgent” candidates (McCain, Bradley, and Dean)
had early success stories in the 2000 and 2004 elections, which encouraged other
candidates to use the Internet for fundraising. 101 In the 2006 elections, online fundraising
gave momentum to a number of Democrat candidates, and was also employed by outside
support groups, such as the progressive MoveOn.org, to boost the Democrat campaign.
The Internet and the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 (BCRA) created a
mutual reinforcement effect of promoting small campaign donations. In the 2004 election
cycle, individual contributions grew from 12 to 16 percent of total campaign
contributions. 102 It is difficult to determine the actual number of online small donors
(contribution of less than $200 to a single candidate) because the law does not require
itemization of such contributions. A 2005 survey by the Institute for Politics, Democracy,
and the Internet (IPDI) on online political giving supports the general impression that a
majority of small donations to the elections were given online. 103 IPDI also found that
online donors in the 2004 elections were more likely to be young, to donate without being
asked, and to support Democrats. 104
While the rise of political blogging has received great attention, it must be noted
that as of July 2006 the political blogging community constitutes only a small fraction of
the entire American blogosphere of about 12 million bloggers and 57 million blog
readers. 105 Most blog content is devoted to social networking and personal entertainment
purposes. In 2006 an IPDI survey found that daily political blog readers accounted for
only 9 percent of its sample; that subset gravitated to a small number of political blogs, in
particular liberal blogs. 106 Hence, the influence of political blogs does not come from its
sheer quantitative impact (as in online fundraising) but from bloggers’ political activism.
Who are political blog readers? The IPDI survey confirmed the conventional belief that
daily political blog readers are mostly men who have higher household income and more
education than the average Internet user, and who are very critical of the mainstream
media. But they are mostly middle-aged and not as young as many assumed. As expected,
political blogs attract readers with stronger political views on either end of the political
spectrum, but one-fifth of responding readers claimed to be independent in their partisan
orientation. Also as speculated, many more readers in the political blogosphere strongly
favor Democrats (32 percent) to Republicans (19 percent). The IPDI survey lends support
to the conventional observation that the American political blogosphere is largely liberal.
The most influential liberal blogs include MyDD, Daily Kos and syndicated blogs such as
the Huffington Post. In particular, Daily Kos attracts nearly a million daily readers and is
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always among the top two or three of all blogs worldwide in traffic and links. 107 Popular
conservative blogs such as Redstate attract much lower traffic and fewer online
comments. The profile of regular political blog readers suggests a ready pool of online
political activists who can be pragmatic strategists and effective networkers among
middle-class citizens, not just young enthusiasts with little practical experience as many
would have assumed. Generally speaking, it is time-consuming and difficult for part-time
bloggers to sustain an active political blog. Given the large absolute size of the U.S.
blogosphere, however, it is possible for the most successful bloggers to work full-time on
their blogs and become political advocates. Markos Moulitsas, founder of Daily Kos, said
he earns a comfortable living of $70,000 to $80,000 per year from his blogs. 108
The American blogosphere facilitates political participation in three specific ways.
First, a new generation of political opinion leaders can be self-groomed to influence
politics outside the traditional media. In this regard, both progressive and conservative
bloggers have had some victories. Republican Senator Trent Lott resigned as majority
leader in 2002 after a racially insensitive comment on the 100th birthday of Senator Strom
Thurmond fueled furious commentary in the liberal blogosphere. 109 Later, famous CBS
news anchor Dan Rather and newsroom chief Eason Jordon resigned after attacks from
conservative bloggers on their discredited news reports about President Bush’s National
Guard service during the Vietnam War. Second, the blogosphere is an engaging and
galvanizing forum, where political bloggers and their readers interact and mobilize each
other for political activism. The political blogosphere thus became the soil for netroots
campaigns.
Third, blogs can be an alternative source of news, opinions, gossip or scandals
ignored by the main media for reasons legitimate or otherwise. Many journalists read
blogs as an information source. Popular news or views on the Internet may be reported
back in the mainstream media to catch wider national attention. The first example of this,
when the Drudge Report broke the Monica Lewinsky story in 1998, occurred even before
blog software was available. In the 2006 elections, the Foley scandal, the last straw on
the Republican failure shortly before the elections, was first exposed online. The Stop Sex
Predators blog, which was set up by Democrat supporter Lane Hudson to exchange
information about sex predators in July 2006, 110 posted in late September suspicious
(though not sexually explicit) instant messages between Republican Representative Mark
Foley and former Congressional pages. 111 Information about the scandal had in fact been
circulated among several newspapers for months. But the case was either not followed up
or the press decided that the story was not substantially founded. Stop Sex Predators
attracted national attention and was noticed by journalists. In October 2006, ABC
followed up the story with concrete and explicit evidence. Foley resigned, and the
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scandal became the talk of town for weeks and intensified public dismay at the
Republican leadership. 112
Video blogging in the YouTube era, “vlogging,” was a new star in the 2006
elections. The use of homemade Internet videos in election campaigns, notably negative
campaigns, is not totally novel. In the 2004 Presidential campaigns, IPDI collected 75
Internet political videos produced by groups and individuals and circulated by e-mails. 113
Those videos included edited TV news footage, homemade animation, and slideshows.
Many videos were humorous seeking to mock, embarrass, or criticize candidates. The
two most popular online videos in 2004 were “Bush in 30 Seconds” and “Swiftboat
Veteran.” 114 A commercial similar to the latter was shown on television and has been
widely regarded as a factor leading to Democratic candidate John Kerry’s defeat. That
was before the YouTube era, when the use of online video was limited by technology
issues. Video producers needed to be technologically savvy enough to use flash or other
editing software. Uploading and storage of large-size online video files required powerful
and secure servers. Circulation was mostly done by e-mails with links, because the large
file size of videos prohibited e-mailing them as attachments. These technical issues
created a catch — the impact of online videos was either limited in reach or popular
videos would risk jamming the servers.
All those technical issues have been resolved with the founding of YouTube.com
in February 2005 and the rising popularity of mobile phones with video-camera
functionality. 115 YouTube.com is a website backed by powerful servers that allows
anyone to post and share online videos free of charge. Although YouTube, now owned by
Google, is commercial by nature and mostly used for personal entertainment purposes, it
has incidentally created a new political platform. It is now much easier for non-tech
savvy people to create and post online videos, for viewers to watch the videos and leave
comments, and for researchers to quantify the popularity of individual videos and to
measure trends. YouTube is a very low-cost and convenient alternative to buying
expensive television timeslots for political advertisements.
Online videos can be used for positive and negative campaigning. Candidates
often include video of positive messages on their websites and their supporters can post
positive videos on YouTube. But the impact of vlogging is far more obvious in negative
campaigning. In the 2006 elections, the public performance of candidates was captured
on camera non-stop. In a strategy known as trailing, supporters or employees of opposing
candidates attended and filmed every public appearance in order to capture “gotcha”
moments of mistakes, and then posted the clips on YouTube. Both Democrats and
Republicans used vlogging and trailing. A clip making fun of Democrat leader Nancy
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Pelosi and Senator Harry Reid was posted. 116 A few days before the election, a dozen
television clips of Democratic Senator John Kerry’s bad joke about U.S. troops attracted
over 22,000 views on YouTube. Since Kerry was not running in the race, however, the
political impact on Democrats was minimal. But the “gotcha” videos badly hurt a few
Republican candidates, as will be described shortly in the “netroots movement” section.
New media and the Republican Party. The Republican Party and conservatives
have used most of the aforementioned major new media applications in their election
campaigns. However, except for a few campaigns such as McCain’s in 2000, the
Republicans’ online effort has been less prominent as compared to that of the progressive
liberals. The Republican Party spent a lot of resources on new technologies, but focused
mainly on micro-targeting voter databases in get-out-the-vote operations. The
conservative blogosphere is less influential than the liberal netroots. In campaign
communications, the Republicans regarded the online media as secondary channel to
disseminate their messages. This may be because the conservatives already had secured
strong influence in the mass media, including the high-rating Fox News Channel and
popular radio talk shows (by famous hosts such as Rush Limbaugh, Laura Ingraham,
Sean Hannity, Glenn Beck, Michael Savage, and Bill O’Reilly). Most of the famous
conservative radio hosts offer podcasts on their websites. The Republicans sometimes use
the online media for those messages that are considered inappropriate for official release.
For example, as the Virginia Senate race became very close in the final days of the
campaign, Republican candidate George Allen’s team released to the Drudge Report
selected excerpts from Democrat opponent Jim Webb’s best-selling books and accused
Webb of containing in his works sex scenes that were demeaning to women. 117 The story
was later picked up in the traditional media. However, this last-ditch tactic did little to
turn around Allen’s campaign.
Netroots progressives in the 2006 mid-term elections. The netroots progressive
movement has had greater influence in elections than their conservative counterparts. The
term “netroots,” coined by MyDD.com founder Jerome Armstrong, refers broadly to the
Internet grassroots community. Netroots progressives believe in using the Internet
strategically to rejuvenate people-based democracy. They are not a unified political voice,
but hold in common a broadly liberal orientation, strong disapproval of the recent
Republican domination of politics, and the common goal of taking back the reins of
government from the Republicans. The netroots progressives are highly critical of the
Democratic Party leadership’s poor electoral performance and policy positions, especially
the votes by many Democrats in Congress to authorize and fund the use of military force
in Iraq. Although the mass media often portrays netroots progressives as radicals, surveys
such as those by IPDI and BlogPac indicate that they are rather pragmatic political
activists. 118 The surveys do not suggest that the netroots tend toward extremism, but that
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they are exceptionally politically active relative to average Americans. The netroots are
well-educated, quite well-off, intensive consumers of news media, and are not necessarily
young. They participate in politics by signing petitions, donating to campaigns or causes,
attending political rallies, and writing letters to editors, among other activities. Their
political attitudes do not seem to differ much from an average moderate-liberal—they
wish that the Democrats would articulate a positive agenda and not just attack the
Republicans, take a clear stand on key issues rather than being inconsistent in their
messages, and inspire the American public. But many members of the netroots opposed
the war in Iraq earlier and more strongly than Americans in general.
Netroots movements are organized around either liberal netroots groups or
derivative organizations of progressive blogs. The liberal netroots group MoveOn.org
was founded in 1998 by Silicon Valley entrepreneurs Joan Blades and Wes Boyd, who
were deeply frustrated with the partisan politics and waste of national focus on the
impeachment of President Clinton. They launched an online petition to urge censure of
the President and then let the country move on. Since then, the MoveOn.Org Civic
Action, MoveOn Political Action Committee (PAC) and MoveOn Peace Campaign have
become some of the largest Internet-based liberal civil society groups in America. With
over 3.3 million members, the MoveOn organizations are famous for high-profile online
civil and political campaigns and impressive online fundraising. In 2005, they raised over
$9 million for election candidates and sponsored political ads on television. Daily Kos
and MyDD.com have grown from blogs to activist groups. The two founder bloggers,
Markos and Armstrong, set up netroots groups such as BlogPac and SwingStateProject, a
campaign and election news site. BlogPac was originally set up to raise funds for
netroots-supported Democratic candidates and was reorganized in 2006 to focus on
defending the quality of online activism. 119 There have been other groups inspired by the
netroots bloggers. ActBlue was established in 2004 to facilitate people-based online
fundraising campaigns for Democrats. ActBlue acts as a clearinghouse, allowing
everyone who wants to raise funds for Democratic candidates to use its online donation
tools; the site thus replaced the original fundraising function of BlogPac. Crashing the
State is an online documentary project in which bloggers Gary Abramson and Dante
Atkins traveled across the country to connect with local blogging communities in their
campaigns for the netroots-supported candidates. PoliticsTV.com was launched in 2006 to
link readers to the YouTube video coverage of political events in Washington. 120 The
netroots community went expanded to offline networking when they held the first Yearly
Kos convention for liberal bloggers in Las Vegas in summer 2006. 121
Through organic networks, various netroots groups have built up an effective,
Internet-facilitated electoral infrastructure that covers key campaign functions for their
preferred Democratic candidates. The rising influence of the netroots in Howard Dean’s
2004 campaign was obvious, and the Democratic Party establishment realized it could
not afford to ignore their new, valuable role in elections, despite netroots criticism of
party leadership. The netroots simultaneously sought to “crash” the Democratic party and
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to be integrated into the party establishment.122 The party-netroots relationship has, not
surprisingly, been “an uneasy alliance.” 123 The netroots were able to influence the choice
of party leaders and strategy through vociferous blogging. Netroots-backed Howard Dean
won over party establishment-supported Tom Vilsack and John Kerry to become the
Democratic National Committee (DNC) chairman, even though the netroots do not have
a vote. 124 As a result, the netroots’ favored strategy of contesting every Republican in the
elections appears to have been successful in 2006, even though many in the party
establishment preferred a more focused use of resources. Not being part of the party
hierarchy, the netroots sometimes caused internal conflict by supporting their own
favorite candidates to contest the party establishment’s choices in the Democratic
primaries.
2006 saw the first string of victories for the netroots. Various netroots groups
endorsed about 19 Democratic candidates in Congressional races, 125 including three
Senate candidates against the Republican or independent incumbents selected as case
studies in this section. They are the Senate races in Virginia, George Allen (R) versus Jim
Webb (D); Montana, Conrad Burns (R) versus Jon Tester (D); and Connecticut, former
Democrat Joe Lieberman (now Independent) versus Ned Lamont (D). In the end, about
one-third of the netroots-backed candidates won the House and Senate seats, including
the Montana and Virginia races that tipped the Senate balance to a slim Democratic
majority.
Judging from the outcomes, the netroots made both right and wrong strategic
decisions. They instinctively picked the right national theme—the losing war in Iraq—
and used it as the single most important criterion in picking favorite candidates. Two
staunch anti-war but otherwise quite conservative democrats, Webb and Tester, were
drafted into candidacy by the netroots. Former Republican and Secretary of the Navy
Webb, a decorated Vietnam veteran and famous author, was reluctant to run until online
petitions urged him to do so. 126 Moulitsas and Armstrong were impressed when they met
Tester, a Montana state senator and small organic farmer with a grassroots anti-war
orientation, and encouraged him to run. The anti-war criterion, however, proved not to be
decisive in all races, notably in Connecticut. The netroots successfully helped anti-war
millionaire Lamont to win the Democratic Party primary against Lieberman, a long-time
Democratic Senator who strongly supported the war and enjoyed high popularity in his
constituency. But the netroots victory was short-lived and created bitterness within the
party when Lieberman later ran as an independent and won over Lamont in the general
statewide race.
Despite problems with certain political choices, the netroots were rather
successful in implementing an online campaign strategy combined with offline
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elements. 127 The network of people-based Internet campaign infrastructure functioned
well in online fundraising, blogging, as an election news center, and for vlogging.
ActBlue raised over $5 million for 19 netroots candidates. 128 According to Fox News,
MoveOn spent $27 million supporting Democratic candidates in the 2006 election
cycle. 129 The two novice Senate candidates started the race at a great financial
disadvantage. Webb’s opponent in the Democratic primary was Harris Miller, a wealthy
candidate supported by the party establishment. He later went up against Republican
incumbent George Allen, who was originally considered a sure-win and a potential
candidate for the 2008 presidential election. 130 Tester, who taught music part-time to help
cover his living expenses, 131 ran a primary campaign against John Morrison, who was
close to the Democratic Leadership Council, and then against the Republican incumbent
Conrad Burns, who had a huge financial advantage in the general race. Online
fundraising made it possible for Webb and Tester to kick-start their campaigns. When
Webb’s campaign momentum picked up in October, about one-third of his new donations
came from the Internet. 132
Synergy of online and offline strategies was obvious. All three netroots Senate
candidates began with big disadvantages in obtaining media attention. The liberal
blogosphere promoted the candidates within the netroots community and drew the
mainstream media’s attention. The netroots also used the Internet to organize local,
offline meetings in support for their favored candidates and other volunteer-based
campaign initiatives. MoveOn mobilized a “phone party” campaign asking supporters to
use the MoveOn database to call voters to get out their votes for the Democrats. Some 7
million calls were placed before election day. 133
The YouTube element of the netroots strategy was remarkably successful.
Netroots were heavily involved in the “gotcha” video tracking of Republican opponents
in public occasions. In particular, the YouTube videos of Allen’s “macaca incident” and
of Burns dozing off during a public debate attracted over hundreds of thousands
viewers. 134 The “macaca” incident was a turning point of Allen’s campaign, from the
sure-win candidate to a defeat in November. In addition, the netroots employed the
ethically controversial technique of “Google bombing,” by manipulating meta-tags
(keywords embedded in HTML programming and read by the Google search engine). By
using Google bombs, negative articles about the opponents would come up at the top of
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the list of results of a search about the candidate. Undecided voters looking for
information through Google thus were exposed first and most to negative stories about
the netroots’ opponents. 135
Finally, political novices Tester and Webb pushed their strong and experienced
Republican opponents into the two closest Senate races by Election Day, 7 November
2006. Both won by narrow margins and tipped the balance in the Senate to 51-49 in favor
of the Democrats. The victories might not have been possible without the netroots’
vigorous online and offline campaigns.
The netroots’ experience and the brief history of online campaigning in American
elections as explained above has confirmed the key theoretical benefits of new media use
in modern politics. First, it reduces the frictions in political mobilization, especially in the
areas of fundraising, organization of volunteers, and voting, and by doing so helps to
energize people-based politics and alleviate political apathy. Second, it helps break the
oligopoly of the traditional media in political information and agenda setting. In a way,
the netroots strategy showed the potential of mutual reinforcement, using the new media
to influence the mass media and thereby multiplying the political impact. Third, the use
of new media in politics is tied to the basic political infrastructure—in the American case,
the adversarial two-party system. The strategic use of new media can help to increase
competitiveness in the elections, as shown in the cases of Webb and Tester. Fourth, so far
political insurgents have successfully and creatively used the new media to level the
playing field against candidates supported by the traditional establishment, and who have
better access to money and media attention. Last but not least, the American experience
shows how important it is for civil society activists in politics to plan a quality new media
strategy and build a strong network-based infrastructure in advance if they wish to affect
the political outcomes effectively.
To what extent are the above elements applicable to a free, modern city with an
incomplete democracy, a city such as Hong Kong?
Sisyphean struggle for Hong Kong democracy
Hong Kong, a former British colony that is now a special administrative region of China,
is a free, pluralistic, semi-autonomous, modern society that is not yet democratic. The
Hong Kong political system, which seeks to institutionalize vested interests, is very
different from the political system in the United States. There are three superficially
similar political phenomena in the United States and Hong Kong: political polarization,
apathy, and competition between two unequal camps. But the substance and reasons
behind these phenomena are very different in the two polities.
The Hong Kong political system bears a strong legacy of colonial administration,
which China deliberately preserved when it designed the mini-constitution, the Basic
Law, during the run-up to the transfer of Hong Kong from the United Kingdom to China
in 1997. Some aspects of the old system were strengthened in the Basic Law, for example
135
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further weakening of the legislature’s powers and re-introduction of the appointment
system to district-level councils. The Central Government ultimately controls the
appointment of the SAR Chief Executive, who is in effect handpicked by Beijing, and
other principal officials. The political system differs from the U.S. political system in two
fundamental respects: (1) unequal representation, and (2) institutionalized executive
dominance with relatively few checks and balances.
First, Hong Kong citizens do not have a uniform voting right in elections.
Businessmen, and select professional and rural elites, enjoy a greater franchise than other
citizens. Through the “functional constituency” system, they are given additional votes in
the Legislative Council (LegCo) elections,136 and have the right to elect representatives to
the Election Committee that indirectly selects the SAR Chief Executive. 137 Even within
the functional constituencies, tycoons who control multiple firms have more votes than
individual professionals. The composition and electoral arrangements of the LegCo are
designed to protect pro-Beijing factions. As a result, although in direct elections over 60
percent of votes consistently goes to pro-democracy candidates, less than 40 percent of
the seats in the legislature are held by pro-democracy politicians. Second, China rejected
the concept of checks and balances among the Hong Kong SAR executive, legislative,
and judicial branches, and emphasized the continuation of an “executive-led”
government, as in the colonial era. Since 1997, the legislature has had practically no
power to introduce legislation and can only approve or disapprove government-sponsored
bills. Although the judiciary is independent and enjoys strong public confidence, its
rulings on interpretations of the Basic Law (that covers almost every aspect of citizen
life) can be overriden by Beijing through “interpretation” by the National People’s
Congress. 138
Americans may find their practice of democracy problematic but never doubt the
value of democracy, no matter what political ideology one has. In Hong Kong, however,
democracy is not necessarily welcome by all, in particular those with vested interests and
political power, or those who are pro-establishment conservatives. In a crude analogy, the
word “democrat” carries as negative a connotation for a Hong Kong conservative as
“liberal” might for an American conservative. From the pattern of past direct election
results, hard-core conservatives account for roughly 20 to 30 percent of the public,
depending on the political mood at the time. Accordingly, the Hong Kong civil society is
politically divided into two broad camps of pro-establishment conservatives and prodemocrats. The conservative political parties and associated organizations are mostly
sponsored by, linked to, or otherwise close to Beijing and the SAR government. They
enjoy tremendously stronger political, organizational, and resource advantages, and can
easily obtain business sponsorship.
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This situation might appear similar to the power advantage of the Republicans
over the Democrats, but is quite different indeed. First, the power gap is much bigger in
Hong Kong. The pro-democracy camp and their supporters are far weaker in organization
and resources than the Democrats in the United States. 139 The democrats in Hong Kong
comprise very loose networks of small political parties, advocacy groups, liberal trade
unions, ideologues, and individual activists, who have little in common except the goal of
achieving universal adult suffrage as soon as possible. They are not united under any
umbrella organization, do not agree on a common strategy or similar policy positions,
and do not even have common ideas about how specific aspects of the political system
should undergo democratic reforms. Second, although the local media talks a lot about
“partisan politics” between the pro-government and pro-democracy parties, partisan
competition matters less in real Hong Kong politics. Partisan victories are at most
translated into limited powers in the legislature, not into any executive powers. It is,
therefore, not surprising that political party development has been slow in Hong Kong.
The largest party, the Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of Hong
Kong (DAB), which was formed by the merger of two pro-Beijing grassroots and
business parties, has less than 10,000 members. The Democratic Party of Hong Kong, the
biggest pro-democracy party, has only a few hundred members.
The Hong Kong political system contains traits of an authoritarian government.
However, it definitely cannot afford complete authoritarianism or totalitarianism in such
a highly modernized and pluralistic society. Hong Kong citizens are largely welleducated and sophisticated, and they travel around the world. The city survives upon an
open economy with freedom of speech and information. It is impossible for the
government not to heed the public voice. Ironically, the design of a strong executive-led
government produced an SAR government with weak governing capacity that has
suffered from many governance problems, a severe public confidence crisis, and a rise of
civil society movements leading to the resignation of unpopular Chief Executive C.H.
Tung in March 2005. Incumbent Chief Executive Donald Tsang resorted to a strategy of
“legitimacy from polls but not votes.” 140 The current administration aims to maintain
acceptable popularity ratings by avoiding controversial policies or necessary policy
reforms, thereby running the risk of becoming a do-nothing government. This strategy
gradually began to harm the popularity of Tsang and the government. 141
This peculiar political system in a modern, first-world city has created the
paradoxical characteristics of civic participation in Hong Kong. On the one hand, the
Hong Kong civil society, derived from its civil liberties, has always been vibrant in most
139
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aspects of civic life including social services, education, professional development, and
charity. On the other hand, there is little incentive for political participation. Ordinary
Hong Kong citizens who wish to change politics find the cost of participation high but
the chance of making a real difference low (much lower than in the United States). The
personal stakes for civil society activists seeking democratization are even higher and the
chances of success are slimmer because such activists ultimately challenge the powerful
regime in Beijing. If American politics in the last decade have been characterized by two
political parties of unequal power, the Hong Kong democracy movement since the 1980s
has been a battle between David and Goliath, only David has no stones in hand. As a
result, public participation in politics has been exceptionally gradual in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong people are often thought of as being only interested in making money and as
totally political apathetic. This is not quite right. Politics have always been a key element
in Hong Kong life. But the road to democratic participation in Hong Kong has been
particularly difficult and thus frustrating to many citizens.
Before the 1960s, political participation in Hong Kong was mainly affected by
Chinese politics, the struggle between the mainland Communists and the Nationalist
regime on Taiwan. Local breeds of social movements started after the 1970s with the rise
of pressure groups that sought to improve standards of living, eradicate corruption, and
change unpopular colonial policies. In the mid-1990s, during the final years of British
rule, the human rights and equal opportunity movements produced some policy changes
under a more enlightened colonial leadership. After 1997, environmental advocacy
emerged after several successful campaigns and legal challenges to the government and
public bodies. Many active pressure groups, human rights groups, and green groups share
the broad pro-democracy ideology.
Pro-democracy activists started their Sisyphean struggle for democratic reforms in
the 1980s, when China decided to take back the city and promised “Hong Kong people
ruling Hong Kong” after 1997. The first generation of democratic political parties was
mostly formed by active pressure groups in the 1980s. Today, pro-democracy activists
face an extremely unfavorable environment in advancing their cause due to the political
system constraints and Beijing-Hong Kong dynamics. As described, such groups remain
small in size, poor in resources, and weak in organization, and rely greatly on ad hoc
alliances with other civil society groups in order to make some impact. Their best bet is
to appeal for as much public support as possible so as to indirectly influence the two
governments. However, the political realities and history, as described, have bred a sense
of helplessness and the appearance of political apathy, because most Hong Kong people
do not believe they can change their collective destiny.
In Hong Kong, the line between partisan and non-partisan political participation is
not distinct, as it is in America. In elections, pro-democracy activists and supporters
compete with pro-establishment political parties supported by the machinery of the
establishment. Whether such political challenges should be defined as “partisan” or “nonpartisan” is therefore unclear.
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New media for post-1997 activism
In the United States, the strategic use of new media has partly overcome some of the
major obstacles in achieving people-based democracy, in particular political apathy and
unequal competition (between the Republicans and Democrats). Although the source and
substance of these two kinds of obstacles to political participation are different in Hong
Kong, as explained above, new media have still proven useful in modern Asian society
since Hong Kong’s return to Chinese rule in 1997. In fact, all the constraints on Hong
Kong civil society activists that have been described—Beijing’s position, the unequal
elections system, poor resources, and a less-than-friendly mass media environment—
imply that affordable and easily accessible new media tools should hold great potential to
reach out and mobilize public support in democracy and social movements. Furthermore,
it so happens that the rapid expansion of digital technologies since the late 1990s has
coincided with the rise of political activism in Hong Kong after 1997. Indeed, the use of
new media is emerging in political participation, especially since 2003. New media have
facilitated the revival of civic spirit and the sense of “doing something to make a
difference,” but much of the potential of new media has not yet been realized, and
progress lags far behind than that seen in the United States.
Soon after 1997, Hong Kong experienced many painful crises—a financial crisis,
economic recessions, a property market bust, and epidemic outbreaks—aggravated by the
SAR government’s failures in governance and policy-making. Anger at government
performance grew. Public trust in the non-democratically formed leadership was low.
Hong Kong became “A City of Protests,” as the foreign press reported. Many felt that the
city was going backward on all fronts: economic, cultural and political. A new sense of
civil society activism, however, gradually grew out of the mood of desperation,
disappointment, and care for the future of Hong Kong, and has been manifested in
various themes including: green causes (such as banning environmentally harmful
government or corporate projects), cultural and heritage conservation (particularly
opposition to demolition of historical architecture and cultural sites), upholding core
universal values (democracy, the rule of law, transparency, fairness, freedoms of
expression, human rights, etc.), 142 and social justice issues (anti-poverty, minimum labor
wage, etc). These themes do not represent an entirely new agenda, but rather a new focus
and novel mode of participation.
In the past, social movements were mostly focused on sectoral interests,
livelihood, or rights issues and participation was mostly limited to activists. The new
activism transcends traditional classes or sectors. It is often value-driven and public
participation can be across sectors. A common thread that runs through various civil
society causes is the stronger demand for democracy and civic participation in
government policy-making, as part of a solution to the inadequate legitimacy of the SAR
government. Such activism is characterized by small advocacy groups challenging the
government or big business. Cyber power has emerged in this new activism in a bottom142

The core values proposed in the "Hong Kong core values” campaign by some 300 academics and
professionals are: democracy, human rights, rule of law, fairness, social justice, peace and compassion,
integrity and transparency, plurality, respect for individuals, and upholding professionalism.
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up, grassroots, and often spontaneous fashion. The turning point was the anti-government
protest by over 500,000 people on July 1, 2003, the commemoration day of the handover
to China. The event took political participation in Hong Kong to the next level and
stimulated further use of new media in civil society activism.
Spontaneous online mobilization in the anti-Article 23 movement. Under
exceptional circumstances, the Internet became an “accidental hero” in the July 1st rally.
In the spring of 2003, the mysterious SARS epidemic, which originated in China, broke
out in Hong Kong. From March to mid-June, the vibrant city almost stood still behind
surgical masks. All classes in schools and universities were closed. Business activities
were dramatically reduced. Many citizens, young people in particular, stayed at home.
They spent more time listening to radio and watching television, and relied more on the
Internet to communicate with each other. The SARS outbreak provided a period of
silence before a political storm in which the Internet would play an important role.
Before the SARS outbreak, a mass opposition campaign against the government’s
national security bill was already in the making. The unpopular legislation was to
implement Article 23 of the Basic Law and outlaw activities such as subversion,
succession, and treason. The provisions proposed were criticized as vaguely defined,
giving too much power to the law enforcement authorities and too broad a scope of
interpretation to the Chinese authorities. In short, the national security bill triggered the
worst fear of Hong Kong citizens, especially middle-class professionals and educated
people: the fear that they would lose their freedoms The community also detested the way
that the government handled the legislative process, which was criticized as “bulldozing”
the bill without genuine, proper, public consultation and siding too much with the proBeijing groups in the debate. An anti-23 campaign, led by barristers, democratic
politicians, human rights activists, religious leaders, and journalists, started in late 2002.
On 15 December 2002, about 50,000 people (as estimated by the organizer) participated
in the first peaceful mass protest against Article 23. 143
During the SARS outbreak, public campaign activities against Article 23 could
hardly be conducted. Campaigners originally planned another protest in early 2003. But
they had to postpone it to July 1, just a few days before the Article 23 bill would most
likely be passed by the pro-establishment majority in the legislature. During the silent
SARS period, nonetheless, anger toward the Hong Kong government built up faster than
ever. In addition to the national security law, people were angry at the government’s
failure to contain the spread of the epidemic from the mainland. SARS claimed more
lives in Hong Kong (299) than in any other city in the world, including medical
professionals. Public discontent was vented through the Internet. People exchanged many
jokes and criticisms of the local administration, and participated in Internet chat-rooms to
discuss Article 23. When the SARS outbreak eased in June, many people e-mailed their
personal networks of family, friends and colleagues, urging them to join the July 1st
protest.
143

The number of demonstrators is always a subject of contention in Hong Kong. The Police said only
12,000 protesters participated on 15 December 2002. Apple Daily, “反對 23 條我們去遊行” (We took to
the streets to oppose Article 23), 15 December 2002; Apple Daily, “上周遊行祥和昨日集會爆粗” (The
protest last week was peaceful but this week was rude), 23 December 2002.
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Spontaneous virtual campaigns against Chief Executive Tung and the Article 23
legislation flourished, but there was only one well-known activist-organized website
focused on the issue. Article23.org.hk was set up by former legislator Cyd Ho to provide
information and research to “counter official misinformation and misrepresentation” 144
on the national security law. Other online campaigns were almost exclusively efforts of
ordinary citizens and political unknowns. Two examples are introduced here.
An influential Internet initiative at the time was RebuildHK.com. 145 An individual
commercial website designer, who found himself with plenty of free time during SARS,
built the website to express disappointment at the government. The RebuildHK website
contained games and jokes about Tung’s administration. He also produced a music video
that struck a common chord for many Hong Kong citizens. 146 Using the classic 1070s
Canto-pop song, “Under the Lion Rock,” the video flashed back to many sad post-1997
incidents, such as SARS and provocative quotations from officials on the national
security bill. The video clip encouraged viewers to take to the streets on July 1. It became
an instant Internet hit, and even in those pre-YouTube days it quickly snowballed through
cyberspace via e-mail, and was downloaded thousands of times before the protests. The
video became a popular tool for citizens to mobilize their personal networks to join for
the July 1st protest. Other new cyber grassroots networks were formed during this time,
such as the “Anti-23 Newsgroup,” a popular chat-room hosted on a commercial
website. 147 The newsgroup members came to know each other through the chat-room.
They joined the mass protest on July 1 and met in person for the first time there; they
then participated in subsequent mass rallies together.
The surprisingly large and peaceful turnout on 1st July did not immediately curb
the government’s determination to pass the national security law, which was regarded by
the Central Government as a patriotic mission. This led to a very tense week for Hong
Kong, as people feared the government’s defiance of the popular will might result in nonpeaceful outcomes as the sentiment heated up between the opposing camps (anti-Article
23 vs. pro-Beijing.) Some believed that the only chance of resolving the deadlock was for
a pro-government party to retract support for the law. That could only be the Liberal
Party, which is pro-government and pro-business but not of traditional “leftist” roots. So
many middle-class professionals e-mailed the Liberal Party to make the request that its
server crashed. Soon, the Liberal Party chairman resigned from Mr. Tung’s top advisory
cabinet, indicating his party’s decision not to vote for Article 23. Consequently, the Hong
Kong government withdrew the bill without a timetable for re-introduction.
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As stated in the website which is still accessible as of February 27, 2008.
Information about the Rebuild.com is based on personal interviews with the webmaster in February
2005 and follow-up personal communications with him up to November 2006.
146
The background music of the video was a local song about spirit of unity of Hong Kong people.
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The information of “e-Politics 21” is based on Interview with web-activist from e-Politics on 21
February 2005 and the website.
145
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The impact of spontaneous online mobilization in the July 1st rally can not be
quantified. However, it was clear that the unprecedented scale of political participation 148
was a result of spontaneity, not organization. 149 The rally organizers admitted that
although they had good experience in protest logistics (booking venues, complying with
local regulations, liaison with the police, recruiting voluntary patrols, etc.), they simply
did not have the network to mobilize beyond a few hundred people. 150 The huge turnout
was the product of spontaneous mobilization spurred on by the societal mood of the time
(and further provoked by statements from government officials). And the Internet was a
convenient and cost-free tool for all in the spontaneous mobilization.
After July 1, the RebuildHK webmaster became an active supporter of the
democracy movement and pro-democracy politicians. The popular RebuildHK became a
symbol of the new utility of cyberpower, and thus a target of technical sabotage by
opponents. Just before the LegCo elections in 2004, RebuildHK was attacked by an
untraceable remote attack of sudden upsurge of traffic. The webmaster closed it down
and later decided to maintain only a small operation due to his limited time and resources.
As for the “Anti-23 Newsgroup,” the commercial hosting company decided to close it
down for unknown reasons. In August 2003, some of the newsgroup members bought
their own server to set up a group called “e-Politics 21” (www.e-politics21.org) to sustain
their e-community. The group was subsequently registered under Hong Kong law and
sought donations to continue support for democracy and other social movements such as
the annual July 1st demonstrations. e-Politics 21 continued operation and set up a new
blog in 2006. The chat-room remains active. However, the organizers have not expanded
their influence much beyond the group, as indicated by very few comments on the blog.
Online and mobile mobilization in democracy movements. The examples above
show that is difficult to sustain new media initiatives in the Hong Kong democracy
movement. Nonetheless, spontaneous mobilization via new technologies in mass
campaigns has become standard practice. The tools used have expanded from the Internet
(e-mail, chat-rooms and websites) to mobile text messaging (SMS).
The July 1, 2003 march added new momentum to the democracy movement.
Mass rallies for universal suffrage were joined by tens of thousands of citizens in January
and July 2004. July 1st mass rallies became an annual ritual, though the turnout dropped
to thousands after the unpopular Mr. Tung’s March 2005 resignation. In late 2005, his
successor Mr. Tsang put forward a conservative constitutional reform package for 2007-
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The last largest rallies were those in support of the democratic movement in Beijing in 1989. The
government reported participation by over a million in those rallies. However, they were about the events
in China, not aimed at opposing the Hong Kong (then colonial) government.
149
This is also confirmed by a survey on the rally participants. See, Chan, Joseph Man, and Robert Chung
2003. Who could mobilise 500,000 people to take to the streets? The impact of the grand march on political
communications in Hong Kong, HKU POP Site, Hong Kong: University of Hong Kong, Public Opinion
Programme. Available: http://hkupop.hku.hk/ (accessed on 01.08.2005).
150
Based on interviews with current and former spokesmen two organizers: the Civil Human Rights Front
and the Hong Kong Human Rights Monitor in February 2005.
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2008. 151 Although the package might benefit the electoral prospects for pro-democracy
parties, people demanding real democratic reforms concluded that it would twist the
system further. Once again, the community reacted strongly to a time-critical event.
Activists aimed not so much at persuading Mr. Tsang to offer more reform but to ensure
that the pro-democracy legislators would not vote for the proposals. On December 14,
2005, tens of thousands participated in a pro-democracy protest to oppose the
government package.
In all these rallies, spontaneous mobilization via e-mail and SMS was increasingly
used. In some of the July 1 rallies, banners reading “Netizens for Democracy” were seen
on the streets. Pro-democracy campaigners and civil society groups also began to expand
their use of digital mobilization. Groups with a membership database (such as trade and
teacher unions), could easily use e-mail or SMS to mobilize members to participate. This
was a problem, however, for new organizations with few or no members. Some groups
were (overly) worried about the privacy issues of collecting e-mail addresses and mobile
phone numbers. 152 Some individual supporters overcame the issue by launching their
own SMS campaigns. They designed attractive slogans and interesting short text
messages to encourage participation in the movements or rallies, and then sent them to
their personal circles for further forwarding via mobile phones. The use of such SMS was
particularly apparent in the December 2005 rally.
Emergence of Internet radio and activist journalism. Beyond pro-democracy
and social movements, the emergence of digital democracy in Hong Kong is also
manifested in the emergence of Internet radio and activist journalism, in response to the
dissatisfaction of increasing media self-censorship and narrowing public space for
alternative political views.
The first and most popular Internet radio site in Hong Kong is Hiradio.net,
established in April 2000. 153 It was set up by several young people who are interested in
new media and disappointed with the mainstream media. Hiradio is a non-profit website
of independent music, cultural news, and talk shows for young people, with many up-todate online functions such as podcasting. The radio content is provided by regular hosts
and the website is administered by a single volunteer. Although most programs are nonpolitical, Hiradio makes no secret of its active support for the democracy movement and
human rights issues. It produces and broadcasts annual June 4th memorial programs,
promotes pro-democracy rallies, posts news about the anti-Article 23 campaign and other
social movements, and conducts live webcasts of pro-democracy events. The daily hit
rate grew from about 300 in April 2000 to over 20,000 recently. This is already
exceptionally high among local web-radio and civic society websites, probably due to its
longer history and niche appeal to young people with cultural interests.
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The package proposed to add a small and equal number of seats to the legislature from both direct
elections and functional constituencies. The composition of the later would include electors appointed by
the government.
152
The information was based on personal communication with leaders of those groups.
153
Information about the Hiradio.net is based on personal interviews with the webmaster in February 2005
and follow-up personal communications with her up to December 2006.
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After the sudden departure of certain traditional radio hosts in 2004 (see Part 2 of
this paper), more Internet radio stations were founded. Prominent examples include
Radio 7-1, People’s Radio Hong Kong (PRHK), and Radio A45 (recently renamed CP
web-radio). All these are pro-democracy Internet radio sites established in light of selfcensorship by the mainstream broadcasting media. Named for the July 1st rally, Radio71 was set up in November 2004 by a group of middle-age professionals and businessmen
who have been active in social movements since the early 1980s. 154 The website includes
weekly political commentaries, soft culture programs and discussions of niche social
issues. Radio 7-1 also provides the technical platform for live-casting Radio Pigeon, the
Internet radio arm of the Democratic Party. PRHK was established by people with similar
backgrounds whose political views are more progressive and overtly critical of Beijing
and Hong Kong governments. PRHK stopped operation after 2007.
Radio A45, the forerunner to CP web-radio, part of the Civic Party’s new media
arm, was set up by the former Article 45 Concern Group (A45) in 2004. A45 was
composed of top-notch barristers and lawyers who became politically active in the antiArticle 23 movement. (The former Article 23 Concern Group was regarded as very
influential in the national security law debate). A45 barristers are a new political force in
the post-2003 pro-democracy movement. The four key A45 barristers got elected into the
LegCo in 2004. The Radio A45 programs hosted by those political stars attracted fairly
wide mass media coverage. Later, the A45 members formed the Civic Party, a new prodemocracy political party that has consolidated civil society activists from different
policy areas sharing a common vision for democracy. Apart from running an Internet
radio site, the A45 barristers also founded a free, small-circulation monthly paper (with
an online edition) in 2005. The average daily hit rate of A45 Monthly is less than 500 but
some of its headline interviews have attracted follow-up coverage in the mainstream
press.
The regular hit rates of the political Internet radio sites are not high. The average
daily hit rate of Radio 7-1 was about 600, below 1,000 for PRHK, and even less for CP
web-radio. The download rates for popular programs were better. The more successful
Radio 7-1 programs were downloaded 2,500 times per week, on average. A few highprofile interviews on the former Radio A45 attracted over 10,000 downloads, often after
the mainstream press had covered the stories. Except for CP web-radio, all other Internet
radio sites in Hong Kong cannot afford regular program marketing. For example, Hiradio
only e-mails members about special events such as democracy rallies or June 4th
memorial activities.
The idea of Internet-based people journalism, which has succeeded in the South
Korean case of Ohmynews, is also being experimented with in Hong Kong. The
Inmediahk website is an activist version of people journalism—the members participate,
comment, and report on social issues and movements. Inmediahk has no organizational
linkage to the international umbrella of independent media centers (“indymedia”), 155
which became famous after reporting on and participating in the protests against the
154
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The information about Radio 7-1 is based on email interviews with a founding member of the website.
See the international independent media (http://www.indymedia.org/en/index.shtml).
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World Trade Organization meeting in Seattle in 1999. But the Hong Kong version shares
the ideological tendencies of other indymedia. They promote grassroots democracy,
criticize globalization, and are concerned about labor, human rights, and social justice
issues. Inmediahk is considered relatively “radical left” in economically and sociallyconservative Hong Kong. Inmediahk members covered the last WTO meeting held in
Hong Kong in December 2005 and participated in the anti-WTO protests. Recently, it
was a leading group in a protest against the government demolition of the Star Ferry
clock tower, which most Hong Kong citizens wished to preserve as part of their local
heritage. 156 During the protest, they resisted arrest by the police. The clock tower was
eventually taken down, 157 but the group later continued the struggle by protesting the
government’s next target for demolition, the Queen’s Pier. 158 This militant protest,
however, also could not stop the demolition.
Slow progress of political blogging. The influence of political blogging in Hong
Kong is much weaker than in the United States, even though social blogging is equally
popular. As explained in Part 2, an inadequate textual culture is one reason for the slow
development of political blogging in the city. There are few public affairs blogs and no
influential political bloggers as there are in the States, but there are a few worth
mentioning. In June 2005, Civic Express was established as a joint project of the civil
society think-tank Civic Exchange and an IT company, as an early experiment to
introduce public affairs blogs to Hong Kong. 159 It has syndicated 10 regular bloggers,
including a few well-known commentators and other occasional contributors, to write for
the blog. In the first eighteen months or so, the growth of readership was steady but slow,
at below 1,000 hits per day. More recently, and especially around the time of the March
2007 Chief Executive election, the average daily hit rate rose to 4,000 or more. After
mid-2007, Civic Express bloggers became quite inactive, however.
As suggested earlier, political cynicism in Hong Kong creates a market for humor
in political discourse. Humorous political blogs have therefore received more attention
than serious political blogs in Hong Kong. In Civic Express, one fairly popular blogger
was “Sir Donald,” a fictitious character imitating incumbent Chief Executive Donald
Tsang. 160 Another recent example that caught the press attention was TongTong Henry, a
funny blog imitating former Financial Secretary Henry Tong after he put forward an
unpopular goods and services tax (GST) proposal for public consideration. Using a
satirical approach of pretending to read the minds of those top government leaders, the
two fictional blogs indirectly criticized the officials and government policies. Since 2007,
a liberal political blogger Lam Kei has become fairly famous for his satirical lyrics, set to
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Inmediahk, 記十二月六至十三日的天星運動起承 (The diary of Star Ferry movement – 6 to 13
December) http://inmediahk.net/public/article?item_id=179295&group_id=11.
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Ming Pao, “與警激烈抵抗 示威者被抬走”(Protestors resisted and were removed by the Police),
December 18, 2006.
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See article at InmediaHK, http://www.inmediahk.net/public/article?item_id=178938.
159
The author is a team member of the Civic Express project. Information about the site is obtained from
the website administrator.
160
Mr. Tsang accepted British knighthood just before 1997. But the title “Sir” is not officially used because
of political inappropriateness after the handover of Hong Kong’s sovereignty to China.
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Canto-pop tunes, that mock government officials and criticize the lack of progress in
democratic development.
Gradual rise in elections. Whereas the use of the Internet is already routine in
American election campaigns, new media have been only sporadically used in Hong
Kong elections. A gradual rise in online campaigning is expected in future elections,
though it will likely be less sophisticated than online campaigning in the United States.
Similar to the American experience, new media in Hong Kong have been more often
used in competitive races and races in which insurgent candidates challenging opponents
with superior resources or support from the establishment find stronger incentives to use
the new media.
In Hong Kong, all of the major political parties have websites, but interactive
functions on these sites are limited. None of the parties accept online donations. Some
provide e-newsletter subscriptions and chat-rooms, but these features have not been very
popular. Two democratic parties provide Internet radio. The Pro-Beijing party DAB spent
a lot of money on its website, which contains a great deal of content including official
music and video downloads, but there is little interactivity except for an online forum and
e-member registration. During the past elections, no political party used its website for
active online electioneering. Nor did all the candidates have election websites. For those
who did, their websites were mainly “e-brochures”. Some candidates used e-mail in the
campaigns. The paltry use of new media in Hong Kong elections is partly the result of
slow recognition and little imagination by most candidates.
More significantly, the electoral system and campaign rules impose structural
constraints. Most functional constituencies, especially those composed of several dozen
or a few hundred corporate voters, are designed to be uncompetitive. Many candidates do
not even need e-mail in order to reach their small constituencies. It also makes little sense
for those candidates to spend money on new media efforts to contact voters when they
either run unopposed or meet their voters in golf or yacht clubs. Only in those few
constituencies composed of individual professionals such as the Education or Information
Technology constituencies would the use of e-mail, SMS, or websites be meaningful. As
regards the electoral regulations, all content on the candidates’ websites, e-mail messages,
and supporters’ websites are subject to declaration, filing, and expense caps, thereby
creating administrative burdens and disincentives for the candidates to initiate online
electioneering in addition to conventional campaigns.
After 2003, some civil society actors and candidates explored using new media in
elections. During the 2004 LegCo elections, more candidates than ever before posted
websites. But these were mostly e-brochures with minimal interactivity, except for a few
sites such as that of Sin Chung-kai (Democratic Party) from the IT constituency, who
wrote blogs on his website. There was also a non-partisan website Vote04.hk, another
Civic Exchange project, seeking to motivate voting on the basis of informed choices. The
now-defunct Vote04.hk provided election surveys by district constituencies, facts about
the electoral system, a forum, and cartoons, and initiated an SMS slogan competition for
get-out-the-vote (GOTV) purposes. The pilot project was self-assessed as modestly
successful given the limited resources, publicity, and time for implementation, according
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to an internal evaluation. 161 The average daily hit rate grew to over 1,020 in the week
before the election. SMS was also used in 2004 to mobilize voting.
Voter turnout in the 2004 election was a record-breaking 55.6 percent. There were
special political incentives to use new media to mobilize voters in the 2004 elections as
part of the democracy movement. The election was an opportunity for the silent majority
in the community to express its demand for a faster pace of democratization. According
to the Basic Law, that election opened six more directly elected seats, thus making it
theoretically possible for the pro-democracy camp to take half of the legislative chamber.
That was also the first election after the July 1, 2003 rally and Beijing’s formal rejection
(through an interpretation of the Basic Law) of the possible implementation of universal
suffrage by 2007-2008. However, in spite of the rather successful vote mobilization and
the fact that over 60 percent of the popular votes went to pro-democracy candidates, they
could only maintain some 40 percent of seats under the political system.
In December 2006, online campaigning and SMS-based GOTV efforts were used
in several competitive constituencies in the subsector elections for the 800-member
Election Committee. The public used to pay very minimal attention to this small-circle
game, in which only 220,000 individuals or corporate representatives are qualified to vote
to elect an Election Committee for selecting the Chief Executive, who in any case would
ultimately be handpicked by Beijing. Except for the first election held in 1996, before the
handover, the Chief Executive was returned unopposed in all the past elections. Voter
turnout in the subsector elections was thus very low (below 20 percent). The 2006
subsector elections were slightly different, however. Alan Leong of the Civic Party
declared to run for Chief Executive in order to create competition, despite a zero chance
of his victory under the current system, in which the winner is, de facto, Beijing’s choice.
The first hurdle for Leong to join the race was to obtain at least 100 nominations from the
Election Committee. The pro-democracy effort to reach that milestone gave political
significance to the subsector elections. However, only constituencies composed of
individual voters were competitive such as the IT, Accountancy, and Education
subsectors. Accordingly, new media tools were used only in those constituencies. In the
IT race, all of the candidates posted websites, and some launched e-mail campaigns and
blogs. 162 In the accountancy constituencies, SMS was used on election day to get out the
vote. 163 Consequently, the overall voter turnout (27 percent) was higher than before. 164
83 percent of the candidates supported by the pro-democracy camp won their races and
obtained 114 seats in the Election Committee, in spite of the system bias. 165 In quite a
number of subsectors, totally new faces endorsed by the pro-democracy camp beat
conservative veterans. The rather successful voter mobilization efforts for the subsector
elections gave Alan Leong an entry ticket to the Chief Executive election in March 2007.
161

Civic Exchange 2005. Vote 04 Pilot Project Evaluation Report.
See examples of two groups of candidates, Itvoice (http://www.itvoice.hk/) and IT20
(http://www.it20.hk/).
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Ming Pao, “SMS拉票” (Get-out-the-vote by SMS), December 11, 2006.
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Ming Pao選委選舉 27%投票勝上屆 (Election Committee Voter turn out at 27%, better than last
elections), December 11, 2006.
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Ming Pao泛民大勝勢奪入場券 (Pan-democrats won by landslide and secured sufficient nominations
(for CE Election), December 12, 2006.
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Compared to the U.S. experience, the adoption of online and SMS electioneering
in the 2004 and 2006 elections in Hong Kong was not very strategic and was limited in
scale and scope. Even so, the Hong Kong cases confirm two important functions of new
media in modern politics (albeit in an incomplete democracy). First, new media may
reduce friction in political mobilization and GOTV efforts, and thus enhance civic
participation and alleviate the negative impact of political apathy. In the context of the
Hong Kong political culture explained in Part 2, the use of e-mail and mobile phones for
mobilization has an added advantage. People may choose not to be public about their
political preference. Nor do they need to sacrifice much time or energy for political
participation. They only need to send an e-mail or SMS to mobilize their own family and
friends so as to make a difference in elections and mass rallies. Second, where the races
are competitive, candidates have a stronger incentive to use all kinds of campaign tactics,
including employing online and SMS means to mobilize voters. Nonetheless, it must be
acknowledged that the political outcomes of the elections in 2004 and 2006 were largely
due to the community’s strong demand for a more equal, competitive and fair political
system. Hong Kong citizens and voters do not want to give up the few chances they have
to speak up.
Following the positive experience in the 2004 and 2006 elections, there are clear
signs that more candidates and groups will use new media for election campaigning and
GOTV purposes, particularly in competitive races. In 2007, three elections were held:
the “selection” of the chief executive in March 2007, District Council elections, and a
LegCo by-election in December 2007. New media initiatives were actively adopted by
candidates in the chief executive “selection” and LegCo by-election, which were either
prominent or competitive races.
In the March 2007 chief executive election, democrat Alan Leong’s participation
in a losing game was meant to be part of the democracy movement. Although no one ever
doubted that current Chief Executive Donald Tsang, supported by Beijing, would win the
election (and he did), a certain degree of “competition” was created for publicity and the
two candidates’ performances were positively received by the public. This little element
of competition encouraged Tsang and Leong to make some effort to use new media.
As a doomed-to-fail challenger to incumbent Donald Tsang, Alan Leong launched
an election website with online videos and photos in December 2006 and started to blog
about his participation in the race. 166 Mr. Tsang’s campaign responded by incorporating
videos into his election website, and he also blogged for the first time. 167 This was in
contrast to the 2005 chief executive election, in which Tsang ran unopposed and his
election website was a bare-bones e-brochure that was closed right after the election. In
2007, Leong’s blog was the more popular of the two. It achieved a total hit count of over
760,000, with a daily average of a few thousand hits, and attracted many reader
comments. Leong’s website is slightly more interactive than Tsang’s, but still did not
contain important functions such as online fundraising. As soon as the election was over,
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Tsang closed his website, but Leong still maintains his as part of the continued movement
for universal suffrage. The experience in the chief executive election may be a positive
sign for political blog development in Hong Kong, in particular for blogs that cover
major public issues. This has no doubt encouraged further development of new media
strategies in the coming elections, as happened in the LegCo bye-election for the Hong
Kong Island constituency between two former senior government officials in December
2007.
The race between former chief secretary Mrs. Anson Chan, who has always
enjoyed high popularity even after her retirement, and former security secretary Mrs.
Regina Ip, who was severely criticized in the national security legislation controversy and
resigned after the July 1st rally—in addition to six other candidates who were mostly
political unknowns—was regarded the most competitive in recent history of Hong Kong
elections. Interestingly, the race between the two establishment figures whose policy
platforms were strikingly similar and moderate represented another symbolic ‘battle’
between pro-democracy values (Chan was supported by almost all democrats) and proBeijing values (Ip was backed by China’s Liaison Office in Hong Kong, all pro-Beijing
groups and, as an open secret, the Tsang administration.) The two main candidates
employed many new media tools in their campaigns, particularly to reach out young
voters. Both launched websites and blogs, joined the Facebook community, and used
SMS in order to get out the vote. Ip was arguably more proactively involved in her
online campaign, due to her personal interest in information technology policy matters.
But Chan finally won the race, which featured good voter turnout. The new media
initiatives bore relatively little significance on the election outcome but were of
demonstrative value for future elections, as it was the first time when the candidates from
both camps actively employed a wide range of new media tools in their campaigns. The
result of the election was largely determined by the Hong Kong people’s political values.
However, in the District Council elections that took place shortly before the
LegCo by-election, very little new media strategy was seen. The district constituencies
are so small that virtual efforts are irrelevant; personal networks in the neighborhoods are
far more important. In these elections, the pro-Beijing DAB and associated candidates
won a majority of seats largely due to their superior resources that have been put into
building much better district networks, and long years of neighborhood service. As such,
the development of new media campaigns in Hong Kong will likely be confined to
competitive races or large constituencies.
Special challenges. The use of the Internet by Hong Kong civil society groups,
notably pro-democracy activists, faces special hurdles that are seldom reported in the
United States. First, many well-known websites containing information about either
democracy or democratic politicians are blocked from access in mainland China. Even
Hiradio, which is mainly an online music channel, has been blocked since it aired a June
4th memorial program in 2004. Second, the online initiatives of pro-democracy groups
and parties have experienced cases of sabotage, fraud, and hacking whereas few, if any,
cases of have been reported by pro-Beijing groups. For example, in addition to the
aforementioned sabotage of RebuildHK, the Civic Party complained about individuals
hacking into their e-mail accounts, sending defamatory scam emails, setting up websites
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using the party’s name, and releasing internal party documents while claiming to be party
members. 168 One can only speculate as to the sources and motives of such Internet
attacks. The prevalence of such attacks, however, also indicates that many pro-democracy
groups have not paid sufficient attention to ensure basic Internet security, nor do they
have adequate resources to do so.

Part 4: Strategies, impacts, and future issues
The American and Hong Kong case studies presented in Part 3 illustrate similar and
dissimilar experiences of using new media in political participation and shed light on its
positive and negative impacts. It is beyond doubt that the American netroots movement
has advanced far ahead of Hong Kong’s civil society and pro-democracy leaders in the
strategic formulation, organization, and creative use of new media, and has made a more
significant impact on political and electoral outcomes. The gap in progress can be
explained by the differences in political systems, social and cultural environments, and
the nature of civil society, in addition to the larger relative number of strategic-minded
and committed new media activists in the United States. That said, the spontaneous but
less organized use of the Internet and mobile technologies in the Hong Kong democracy
and social movements has also proven highly effective in political mobilization and has
illustrated the collective power and wisdom of ordinary citizens at critical moments. The
experiences of both societies have confirmed the key theoretical benefits of new media in
enhancing political participation in modern democracy, as explained in Part 1.
In this final Part, the common themes in the American and Hong Kong cases will
be analyzed first. This is followed by a discussion of the contrasting approaches and
divergent impacts of the use of new media in the political participation of the two
societies. Then, several issues of concern will be raised before we look briefly into the
future prospects of new media in modern politics in the United States and Hong Kong.
Common themes
In all cases, the potential efficacy of new media use in politics rises with the level of
societal grievance .New media is most influential when the public is angry with the
current state of political affairs—whether the government, the political elite, or the
political system—and when the desire of ordinary people for change is strong. In the
United States, the precipitating factor was the general grievances against the Bush
administration’s policy of the war in Iraq and the unsatisfactory performance of the
Republican-dominated Congress, among others. In Hong Kong, it was the anger toward
the poor performance of the SAR administration, the growing bias and self-censorship of
the mainstream media, and above all, the denial of any progress towards a reasonable
political system for a modern free city.
In the American and Hong Kong experiences, the major benefits of new media in
modern politics are: (a) reduction of frictions in political mobilization; (b) empowerment
168
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of ordinary citizens and reduction of political apathy; (c) serving as an alternative to the
(often biased) oligopoly of traditional media; (d) reduction of biases in an uneven
political playing field by enabling political insurgents to compete more effectively; and (f)
rapid formation of effective civil society networks in the absence of formal organization.
Reduce frictions and alleviate apathy. The use of new media has been proven to
reduce frictions in political mobilization, whether in elections or social movements. In
America, online electioneering has been fully established as a standard component of
election campaigns, especially in the areas of fundraising, organization of volunteers, and
voter mobilization. In addition, the advanced development of political blogging and the
emergence of vlogging have been instrumental in both positive campaigning (setting new
agendas, introducing lesser known candidates, online interaction with voters) and
negative campaigning (exposing scandals, attacking or smearing opponents), as
illustrated in the 2006 mid-term elections. In Hong Kong, the use of the Internet and SMS
communications has also been highly effective and timely for mobilizing participation in
mass protests and voting, even though other beneficial uses of new media (especially
online donations and political blogging) have yet to be fully developed.
In both societies, technological developments have empowered ordinary citizens
to participate more in politics via convenient and low-cost new media. With one click,
anyone can forward an e-mail or SMS mobilization message to encourage their family
and friends to vote in an election (as in the U.S. and Hong Kong cases) or to join a protest
rally (as in the Hong Kong democracy rallies). In a few minutes, anyone can make a
small donation to support a candidate (as in the American case). In a non-democratic
society such as Hong Kong, where political participation against the government or the
current political system entails a higher personal cost, new media provides an opportunity
for people to engage in a limited amount of activism with relative anonymity. In short,
the use of new media can reduce the cost of political participation to each individual and
thus alleviate political apathy. In cases where mobilization facilitated by new media is
successful (as in the netroots movement in the United States and the mass rallies in Hong
Kong), participants are further encouraged to take action again in the future. The result is
a self-sustaining energization of people-based politics and renewal of civic spirit.
Alternative to biased mainstream media. The American and Hong Kong
experiences have also confirmed that new media can be used as an alternative to the
traditional media as suggested in Part 1. The mainstream media in the United States and
Hong Kong is often an oligopoly of big businesses biased toward commercial interest and
mainstream politics, and possibly political biased in favor of those in power. In Hong
Kong, to a much greater extent than in the United States, there is also the problem of
media self-censorship. Through creative use of the Internet and wireless networks, civil
society activists may—to a degree—alleviate this censorship by providing independent
political information and setting an alternative agenda. Furthermore, the netroots
movement showed in the 2006 U.S. mid-term elections that an effective strategy should
leverage the potential of new media to influence mass media coverage, so as to multiply
the political impacts.
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A tool for insurgent politics and reducing bias in competition. Another common
theme in the United States and Hong Kong is that new media have proven to be a suitable
tool for people-based political insurgency that challenges the establishment. Through the
use of new media, structural biases in political competition can be reduced or bypassed.
By strategically and creatively using new media, political insurgents or activists who
have limited power and resources can compete better with those who enjoy stronger
political power, better access to money, and more media attention. In America, the
netroots successfully launched internal opposition to the Democratic Party leadership and
external challenges against Republican incumbents. In Hong Kong, pro-democracy
groups and supporters sought to overturn unpopular policies and demand democratic
reforms. In both cases, new media were used effectively to mobilize people and organize
public support. As such, new media helped to level the playing field between the
grassroots and the establishment in political competition, whether within a political party,
in elections in a democratic system, or in elections and movements in an incomplete
democracy.
This is not to say that the establishment cannot use the new media effectively.
Perhaps, the establishment can use it even better given greater resources, manpower, and
ability to attract talented individuals. Nonetheless, as the case studies show, those in
power (whether the Republicans in the United States, or the SAR government or proBeijing parties in Hong Kong) have more cards to play and better access to (or
relationships with) the mainstream media. Therefore, they often have less incentive to use
new media and tend to regard it as only one of many viable communication channels.
Moreover, establishment politicians are usually bound by bureaucracy and a rigid
organizational culture, which are often at odds with the versatility required for a new
media strategy.
Effective networking at critical times. American netroots and Hong Kong prodemocracy supporters have used the Internet and mobile communications to establish
powerful networks in the absence of traditional organizational hierarchies, especially at
critical moments. Networks did not develop in exactly the same way in the two societies,
however. The comprehensive and effective netroots networks in the United States were
established under deliberate strategies of collective wisdom (elaboration below). The
cyber-networks for pro-democracy and social movements in Hong Kong were formed
spontaneously on a base of social and personal networks. In the anti-Article-23 case, the
Internet provided an alternate platform for organizing civil society actions during the
SARS outbreak, when other ways of organizing became difficult. The virtual campaigns
filled the gaps when the civil society found it impossible to launch physical campaigns.
Through the Internet, efforts of single persons were maximized even without formal
collective organization.
Contrasting approaches
While they share common themes, the American and Hong Kong case studies present
very different scenarios of new media use in politics. As explained, the adoption of new
media in U.S. elections has been more strategic, comprehensive, and creative than in
Hong Kong, where new media tools have been spontaneously used in political
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mobilization. The primary reason for this difference lies in the contrasting political
systems, infrastructures, social-cultural factors, and the state of the traditional media of
the two societies. There are stronger incentives for American citizens to actively
participate in the political game so as to directly make a difference in the formation of
their republican government even when there are imbalances and imperfections in the
democratic system. In Hong Kong’s semi-colonial political system, however, the impact
of political mobilization (such as mass protests and voting) on real politics is indirect and
limited, even if the mobilization is very successful. In the following section, the
approaches and impacts of new media in U.S. and Hong Kong politics are highlighted.
Strategic use and concrete impact in America. The American experience shows
how a good new media strategy and plans for a robust network-based infrastructure can
be instrumental in effective political mobilization. After the 2006 mid-term elections,
many pundits cited the macaca incident, Foley scandal, “gotcha” YouTube videos, and
Internet fundraising as the decisive new media–related factors in the defeat of many
Republican incumbents. In particular, the macaca incident, and Allen’s clumsy handling
of the controversy it raised, was considered critical in that particular race and ultimately
in tipping the balance in the Senate. What has been ignored in the analysis, however, is
that all these political mistakes were not accidentally captured—it was because of the
effective operation of a comprehensive and well-networked election infrastructure based
on new media.
This tech-savvy electoral machine was built over several election cycles since
2000 through a collective trial-and-error process by various candidates and netroots
campaigners. By 2006, the netroots’ electoral infrastructure contained all the key
elements of a nation-wide campaign: financing, mobilizing volunteers, organizing events,
publicizing campaign messages, shaping opinions, negative campaigning, trailing and
tracking opponents’ mistakes, and getting out the votes. All these activities were
managed by a complex web of voluntary, horizontal networks rather than through a party
hierarchy, as elaborated in Part 3. This strategy is not purely new media-based, but is a
mix of online and offline means (such as blogger conventions and volunteer meet-ups)
that maximizes the chances of success. In particular, new media activists leveraged mass
media coverage to magnify the national impact of stories such as the macaca and Foley
scandals, as explained above.
After cycles of learning from past electoral failures, by 2006 the new media
impact on political outcomes was direct and clear. In the two-party contests, new media
facilitated electoral victories, especially when the national mood and choice of candidates
was right. Within the Democratic Party, the netroots rose as a significant voice to
influence the leadership and direction of the party.
Spontaneous use and indirect impact in Hong Kong. In stark contrast to the
United States, the use of new media in pro-democracy and social movements in Hong
Kong was characterized by spontaneity and a lack of comprehensive strategy. The new
media infrastructure for the Hong Kong movements is far from complete. Most prodemocracy groups do not even accept online donations or maintain a comprehensive email database. Even without a clear strategy, new media were still a significant
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mobilizing tool at critical moments. The political impact, though, has been indirect,
abstract, and difficult to quantify, due to the fundamental characteristics of the Hong
Kong political system described earlier.
In addition, there are external and internal factors from the perspective of civil
society actors. First is the leadership factor. Hong Kong lacks a large pool of new media
political strategists comparable to the influential political bloggers and netroots activists
in America. In a way, ordinary people are ahead of civil society leaders in Hong Kong.
Most prominent pro-democracy leaders and politicians have limited exposure to new
media, and some are skeptical about adapting to new methods. Many only came to slowly
recognize the power of modern technologies after 2003. The last few years have seen
younger and more tech-savvy activists joining the movements, but they are much less
experienced in politics and strategizing. As such, inadequate exposure, limited experience,
and insufficient commitment have been some of the hindrances to new media-based
political participation in Hong Kong. Apart from the people factors, there are more
serious resource problems to sustain new media efforts in the civil society than in the
United States, as will be described in the “Issues of concern” section.
In the absence of comprehensive new media machinery in the civil society, the
spontaneous use of the Internet and mobile messaging in Hong Kong politics has been
most effective in mobilizing participants in social movements and voters in significant
elections. Though difficult to quantify, the high turnouts in the pro-democracy rallies
since 2003 and the record-breaking voter turnout in the 2004 and 2006 elections can be
partly attributed to new media. Under the current political system and executive
dominance, however, even successful mobilization can only have an indirect impact on
government policies and democratic reforms.
In Hong Kong, the abstract impact of new media—its ability to energize civic
spirit and to empower public participation—is more evident than any direct impact on
policy. For instance, during the demonstration on July 1, 2003, new media allowed many
people who would otherwise have stayed silent to make small contributions to the
movement. When the next critical moment comes, Hong Kong citizens know they can
easily turn to the Internet or mobile phones to act again. New media have also enabled
novel, small groups such as e-Politics 21 to keep their voluntary efforts going. In addition,
the emergence of Internet radio and citizen journalism has been a partial response to the
self-censorship of the mainstream media. Although they have yet to exercise much
influence on public opinion, the new media at least provide channels for expressing
alternative views in the narrowing space for public discourse in Hong Kong.
Choices of new media applications. The American and Hong Kong experiences
also differ in the choice of new media tools used for political activism (e-mail is the only
tool common to both civil societies.) The differences are largely due to the unique
economic, cultural, and political characteristics in each society. Hong Kong lags far
behind the United States in political blogging and online fundraising, whereas Americans
have not used SMS and mobile phones for political mobilization as often as Hong Kong
citizens. Even though podcasting is popular in America, the use of podcasts and Internet
radio for political purposes is less prevalent than in Hong Kong. Online video use also
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varies by society. Hong Kong moved slightly ahead of the United States in using online
visuals for political purposes with the RebuildHK site in 2003. In the YouTube era,
however, Americans have gone much further in their use of online videos for negative
campaigning, as was seen in the 2006 midterm elections. Hong Kong has yet to embrace
vlogging as a campaign strategy.
Issues of concern: present and future
The American and Hong Kong experiences shed light on certain issues of concern in the
continued development of new media in political participation. Some are common
concerns. Others are specific to the political and social situations of the two societies.
Net ethics, abuses, and security. Both societies face common issues of ethics and
security, manifested in different ways. Accountability of online fundraising can be an
issue, in particular when Internet scams are not uncommon. Even for genuine fundraising
by activists on behalf of candidates, how the funds raised are used and accounted for is an
issue. For instance, supporters of potential candidates for the 2008 presidential election
have formed “draft committees” and launched websites to raise funds and collect names
of supporters. By January 2007, the ActBlue website had collected over US$610,000 for
John Edwards and more than US$14,000 for Barack Obama, before either had announced
his candidacy. The question now is how the money collected can be transferred into the
candidates’ accounts in accordance with federal campaign finance rules. 169
Spreading rumors, smearing opponents, and sending unsolicited messages is far
easier through the Internet, especially in blogs, than through the mass media because of
an absence of commonly adopted and enforced Internet editorial rules. In cyberspace,
monitoring of information accuracy can only rely on the collective vigilance of all users.
In Hong Kong, examples of hacking, fraudulent websites, and malicious spam e-mails
using the names of pro-democracy groups, are described in Part 3. Civil society activists
must do their part to invest in basic Internet security measures and comply with good
usage protocol. Hong Kong pro-democracy activists also face a unique challenge of new
media sabotage or manipulation by tech-savvy individuals in mainland China. There have
been cases where mainland ghost-writers are recruited by state organizations to post
political opinions on the Hong Kong Internet chat-rooms. 170
If the mass media are accused of exaggerating minor mistakes by politician to
attract ratings, vlogging, as used in the 2006 U.S. mid-term elections, had the similarly
undesirable effect of repeating not-so-important mistakes of the candidates (such as
dozing off in public). In particular, many negative online videos were produced with
partisan intent. “Google bombing” is another ethically controversial technique that has
been used in the election campaigns. Recently, Google decided to change its search
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algorithm to prevent such search bombs. 171 Negative campaigning is a given in elections,
but how far one should go is an issue of moral judgment.
Professional bloggers and net activists. Another controversial phenomenon in
America is the employment of bloggers by candidates. In the 2006 Virginia Senate race,
the Democratic and Republican candidates hired bloggers to set up blogs to support their
campaigns or to serve as new media campaign advisers. 172 Some criticized this practice
as a violation of independent personal journalism. But candidate hiring of bloggers
should not be worrisome per se, so long as there is sufficient transparency. If the bloggers
fully disclose their financial ties to candidates, the public will be able to take this conflict
of interest into account when reading their blogs. This setup is no different from
journalists employed by media outlets that take a political stand. In the small circle of
Hong Kong new media activists, many have worked for pro-democracy groups and
politicians on a volunteer or pro-bono basis, or for reduced fees. Ideally, new media
development in civil society should benefit if many more new media activists and
bloggers go professional, provided that they declare their political ties when giving
opinions in cyberspace. However, while professional new media activism may be viable
in America, it may also be difficult to achieve in Hong Kong, where resources are more
limited.
Tightening the law? Part 2 of this paper suggested that the current regulatory
regime for new media is quite relaxed. The future direction of new media regulation is
less certain, however. American Internet activists have expressed concerns about a
potential threat to the almost unfettered freedom they now enjoy. In fact, tightening the
laws on new media is likely for reasons practical and political. First, the public expects—
indeed it demands—the prohibition of online activities that violate basic ethical and
social norms, such as fraud, phishing, and child pornography. But with regard to laws on
Internet copyright issues, anti-spamming, political campaigning, and data privacy, the
public interest and public opinion are far from clear. Second, as new media publications
become more influential, people will ask why certain laws pertaining to traditional
media—privacy, libel, decency and copyright laws—should not also apply to bloggers
and Internet activists.
Since the United States and Hong Kong are common law jurisdictions, it is
always possible to use lawsuits to test whether existing civil law covers Internet
publications. In the recent suit filed by Apple Computer that accused a blogger of
disclosing trade secrets, 173 the American blogging community raised a red flag about the
possible end of the “freewheeling days of political blogging and online punditry.” 174 In
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this regard, American bloggers and website operators already enjoy certain legal
privileges over traditional journalists. For example, it has been interpreted that website
operators (including online content publishers and bloggers) are exempted from liability
under the U.S. Communications Decency Act; 175 and are protected from third-party
copyright infringement in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (simply by paying $20
and submitting a form to the U.S. Copyright Office). Moreover, the Congress is
considering an Internet Non-Discrimination Act to prohibit network operators from
interfering with the content on their networks and hence to protect bloggers’ publication
from interruption by their internet service providers (ISPs). 176
Hong Kong citizens lack this type of legal protection for their online activities. As
explained in Part 2, the Hong Kong government is tightening its spamming law, which
might impact the electronic distribution of political messages. The Internet community is
also concerned about the possible extension of the new regulatory authority’s jurisdiction
over Internet radio sites, which are often critical of the Hong Kong and Beijing
governments. Meanwhile, there is no government initiative to strengthen the rights of
Internet users or prohibit ISPs from interfering with user content. Recently, there was a
suspicious case in which a blogger posted sarcastic comments about the owners of the
hosting ISP and found his blog blocked for many days, until he complained to the
press. 177 Contrary to promoting the creative use of new technologies in political affairs,
Hong Kong’s Electoral Affairs Commission has recently stated in the electoral rules for
the next LegCo election, in September 2008, that the use of SMS for vote canvassing
would cause nuisance and is “unwise.” The commission urged voters who do not like
receiving such SMS to report to the police to “take action against the sender.” 178
Further polarization of politics? The mass media have been criticized for
accelerating political polarization in the United States, as discussed in Part 2. How about
the new media? There are concerns that the American political blogosphere has
contributed to polarized, factional politics. Self-selected blog readers often create “echo
chambers” that reinforce extreme views. Blogs may thus increase the risk of political
polarization, at least within a particular party. But the impact on the wider public is
probably not high because blog readers tend to be the most politically active people. 179
Although there is no conclusive evidence that blogs breed extremism, political blogs did
intensify a split in the Democratic Party over the war in Iraq. The liberal netroots, which
firmly opposed the war, initiated challenges to pro-war Democrat candidates such as
Connecticut Senator Joseph Lieberman. In that case the netroots’ political choice did not
win in the statewide general election, but other netroots victories in Virginia and Montana
solidified their position inside the Democratic Party. The netroots may become a faction
that can be influential but not necessarily accountable; it will be a challenge for
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Democratic Party leaders to balance liberal netroots views with mainstream national
sentiment, should there be any conflict.
Untapped potential and sustainability. The full potential of new media has not
been realized by Hong Kong civil society actors, who have found it difficult to sustain
worthwhile new media initiatives. It has been suggested that inadequate strategic thinking,
imagination, and commitment are obstacles to developing bolder new media strategies in
the area of political participation. These barriers to successful new media use are due in
part to external constraints.
First, it is difficult to identify a self-sustaining formula for ongoing new media
efforts by the Hong Kong civil society. For small groups or individual activists, even
basic applications such as online fundraising or bulk e-mail programs are costly to
maintain. As noted above, the prospect of blogging as a full-time career is quite remote in
Hong Kong. The Hong Kong market is too small for self-financing new media initiatives.
The audience size for even relatively successful civil society websites is too small to
attract enough online donations or merchandise sales to turn a profit, as possible in the
United States. Therefore, the new media initiatives to promote civic participation in Hong
Kong are now almost entirely dependent on the voluntary contribution of money and
effort. Such volunteerism might dry out in the long term.
Second, the more visual and less textual culture in Hong Kong makes it difficult
to popularize political discussion in the cyberspace. Most importantly, the political
system discourages political participation and party development. People are willing to
contribute a little sometimes and display some enthusiasm at critical moments, but the
system provides no incentive for long-term sacrifices. The political reality is that the
Sisyphean struggle for a more democratic political system will probably roll on a lot
longer. Hong Kong civil society continues to face difficulties in recruiting resources and
manpower, and in sustaining enthusiasm for pro-democracy and social movements in the
long term, whether such efforts are new media-based or not.
Into the Future
This paper makes no attempt to predict the future of new media in politics, but there are
several trends that will be interesting to follow in the next couple of years.
The first trend to watch is how the power of vlogging in politics will be used. The
impact of online videos on YouTube resembles that of television, which transformed
politics worldwide after the 1950s. Images can be more powerful than words in forging
an emotional connection between a candidate and voters. The impact of vlogging may
linger even longer than television, as viewers can watch the videos weeks and months
after the first showing. This impact can be reinforced when television programs replay
YouTube clips, thus driving more traffic to the original online videos. Whether the recent
takeover of YouTube by Google will result in any change to YouTube’s current lack of
editorial control and free-of-charge use, and whether other free Internet video platforms
similar to YouTube appear will determine the next steps in the use of political vlogging,
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Second, both the United States and Hong Kong are holding elections in 2008.
New media are playing an important role in the U.S. presidential election; given the
success of new media in the 2006 U.S. midterm elections, many candidates have beefed
up their online electioneering infrastructures and initiatives. This is particularly true
among the candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination. John Edwards, Barack
Obama, and Hillary Clinton all announced their formation of exploratory committees or
their candidacies on the Internet. 180 Edwards made his announcement via online video,
while Obama e-mailed his decision to supporters. Clinton announced her intention via a
professionally produced online video, held several live web chats to interact with Internet
users, and has used her election website as an online mobilization office. 181 All these
candidates have launched fully-fledged online campaigns using blogs, online fund raising,
YouTube / online videos, MySpace communities, online volunteer recruitment,and other
activities. Initially, Edwards (who has exited from the race) was the netroots’ favorite
and was described by the virtual community as having “the most prolific web presence”
among the Democratic candidates.
As the election continues, however, Obama’s charisma has championed in the
cyberspace (perhaps even more so than in the offline world) particularly because of his
overwhelming appeal to younger voters. The Internet presence of Obama’s “Yes We
Can” movement has given a big push to his bid for presidential nomination. He has
garnered support from progressive netroots groups such as Moveon.com and many
influential technology bloggers, and many in his online campaign team are committed
netroots volunteers rather than paid personnel as in Clinton’s team. 182 One famous IT
activist (who happens to support Clinton) went so far to speculate that Obama might
become the first candidate elected by the Internet. 183 He was able to raise a very
impressive amount of campaign fund from (mainly small) online donations. In February
2008, he obtained $45 million from the Internet out of the total of $55 million he had
raised. 184 But the Internet has proved to be equally important for the establishment
candidate, Senator Clinton. In February 2008, Clinton, who was trailing Obama
especially in cyberspace, raised about $30 million from small online donations out of the
total $35 million she collected that month.
On the Republican side, online fund raising has also become important.
“Insurgent” Ron Paul was able to stay in the Republican primaries even after stronger
candidates such as Mitt Romney and Mike Huckabee had left the race and John McCain’s
nomination became inevitable, because of Paul’s ability to raise significant funds
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online. 185 Apart from the impact of new media election machinery and strategies, how
the netroots faction will affect the Democratic Party’s political and policy position will be
a factor in both the primary nominations and national election. The impact of changing
virtual political dynamics on the outcome of primaries (especially for the Democratic
Party) and then the presidential election will be most interesting to observe.
In Hong Kong, the next LegCo elections will be held in September 2008. As
discussed in the previous section, more candidates and groups will likely use new media
for election campaigning and GOTV purposes in competitive races or large
constituencies. Although no clear new media strategy from political parties can be
observed yet, a few potential candidates are keeping close touch with their potential
online supporters. In direct elections, Alan Leong has launched a new personal website
and blog. Regina Ip who lost in the 2007 LegCo by-election but vowed to come back in
2008, maintains her blog on public affairs and her Facebook community. In the
Information Technology functional constituency, two potential candidates from the prodemocracy and pro-establishment camps respectively are building their virtual
communities through blogs, Facebook, and e-newsletters.
It will also be interesting to see if and how “the empire will strike back” in new
media politics —whether the resource-rich political establishment will invest more effort
into new media initiatives and win over their challengers. So far the political
establishments in the United States and Hong Kong have not paid as much attention to
the new media as have the political insurgents. But as the full potential new media is
recognized, the establishment (especially in the United States) may spend much more on
new media initiatives. It is easy to copy some of the successful netroots strategies; the
Republican supporters have already used the netroots’ Google-bomb technique. 186 The
more difficult part is to adjust to the bottom-up and less predictable culture of virtual
communities. Hillary Clinton’s professional implementation of her online presidential
campaign and online fund raising also suggests the great potential of an establishment
candidate who wages a high-quality new media political battle.
A recipe for success. The experiences of advancing digital democracy in America
and Hong Kong prove that the potential of new media in modern politics is not merely
theoretical. With creativity and commitment, civil society actors can use digital
technologies to boost political participation. The contrasting experiences of two societies
at a similar level of technological sophistication, however, also show that there is no
single recipe for success. There are many lessons for civil society actors to learn.
Regardless of whether the external environment is favorable or restrictive, there is always
some way to develop new media-based political participation. That new media strategy
will need to take into account the specific political, legal, social, economic, and cultural
factors in the society. There needs to be a good understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of different technological means. There should be a mix of online and offline
methods, as well as a plan to leverage the mass media to multiply the impact of new
185
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media. There needs to be a versatile strategy that targets diverse audiences and supporters.
There must be experimentation and patience when things go wrong. The recipe for
success requires dedication, focus, consistency, and commitment in the search for the
right strategy. The prospect of digital democracy derives its potency from the belief that
“You” are the ultimate source of political power and imagination.
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